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ABSTRACT
The thesis aims at studying the growth and systematization
of Shi'i

U~ül

al-fiqh in the fifth century, A.H.

The attempt

involves an analysis of the background against which this
systema~i, ~ation
~lorks

developed and takes into account the two major

of the period, representing this systematization.

The

first is al-Dhari'ah of Sharif a1-Murta~i (d. 436/1044) and the
second, 'Uddat

al-U,~

of Shaykh Abü Ja'far al-Tüsi (d. 460/1067).

The ana1ysis of the books attempts to trace the pattern of
development each writer has fo1lowed, the methodology of each
and, u1ttmately, the basic princip1es each evo1ved as a basis for
his yvu1 al-fiqh.

A certain amount of emphasis has been laid

throughout the work, on determining what distinct concepts were
being developed, as compared to the Sunnis.

The main themes

investigated are khabar, iimi' and iitihad and how they affected
the

systematiza~ion.
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INTRODUCTION
With the steady increase in interest on
Shï'ï studies in general, we find also a close study
of the development of Twelver Shi 'Il thought, as
eVidenced, for instance, by the recent work of Henri
Corbin. 2 However one is struck by the lack of any
proper study, particularly in a western langeage on
'j

the legal development among the Twelver Shï'ah. J
Though during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries
many books were written by Iranian Shï'ï scholars on
al-figh few works deal with the important period
of its development and systematization. 4

u~ül

To appreciate the growth of Shï'ï
distinct development from the Sunnï

y~ül,

y~ül

as a

it is

essential to investigate when the earliest Shï'ï
scholars first attempted to systematize their

y~ül;

who were the figures responsible for it; and how this
systematization actually came about.

No recent

research, as we shall see, has dealt with this in any

l

2
detail.

What is more, no detailed study has so far

been made of the works of Abu al-Qasim Sharïf alMurtaga (d. 436 A.H./l044 A.D.) and MliQammad ibn al-

~asan ibn 'Ali Abu Ja'far al-Tusï (d. 460/1067),5 two
of the greatest Shï'ï scholars of the fifth century
of the Hijrah.
il~ U~ul

A study of al-Murtaga's al-Dharï'ah

al-Sharï'ah and al-Tusi's 'Uddat al-U~ul can

help in understanding the development of Shï'ï legal
thought in the fifth century of the Hijrah and
especially the process of the systematization of u~ul
al-figh. 6 It should be noted here that as long as
there was an imam among the cornrnunity the need for a
systematized law was not felt.

The traditions carne

to be collected in the fourth century of the Hijrah
and the

Q~ul

al-figh developed after the ghaybah

(concealment).7

This thesis, therefore, aims at a

brief discussion of the origin and systematization of
Shï'ï

u~ul

al-figh in the fifth century of the Hijrah

as illustrated in the two above-rnentioned works.

The

study is especially aimed at investigating the main
themes developed in these two books, such as khabar
(tradition), iima' (consensus), and ijtihâd (personal
reasoning) and how these themes affected the
systematization, and the lines along which it developed.

3

A.

Survey of Previous Works on the Problem
During the last thirty-five years, a few

works on the history of Shï'ï

~~ul

produced by Muslim scholars.

The first which is

worthy of mention is

~asan

al-figh have been

$adr's Ta'sis al-Shï'ah.

This book attempts a brief history of Islamic sciences
such as Qadïth (tradition), tafsïr (exegesis of the
Qur'an) , figh (jurisprudence), kalam (theology), etc. 8
The author attempts to show that the Shi 'ah
are the forerunners in aIl branches of Islamic science.
In his opinion, MliÇammad al-Baqir (d. 114/732)9 and
his son Ja'far al-$adiq (d. 148/765)10 were the first
Shï'ï scho1ars who dictated jurisprudence and its
principles to their companions, and from their notes
books were written on this subject by later scholars.
The author of the work claims that one such book is
Kitab

U~ul ~l

a1-Khansarï

al-Rasul, a collection, collected by

a1-I~fahani

century of the Hijrah.

(d. 1313/1895) in the fourteenth
With regard to the earliest

works on the subject, he states that the first scholar
was Hisham ibn a1-~akaml1 (d. 199/814), who wrote
~K~i~t~a~b~a~l~-~A~l~f~a.~.

After him came Yunus ibn 'Abd al-

RaQman Mawla a1_Yaq~ïn12 (d. 208/823), who wrote
Ikhtilaf

a1-~adith.

.

.

Hasan Sadr also mentions that

4

,

al-Murta9a wrote a work on
named al-Dhari'ah.

u~ül

al-figh in two volumes

He adds that no book had been

written previously which contained a systematized and
elaborate discussion of the subject and that this book
is a definitive source. 13 ~asan ~adr, however, does
not discuss how al-Murta9a systematized his work.
In addition to

~asan ~adr's

book, we have

also MtiQa9arat U~ül al-Figh al-Ja'fari by Sayyid Abü
Zahrah. 14 This book deals with the development of
u~ül

al-figh in general, and its development under the

Shi 'ah in particular.

After that, he discusses sources

according to the Shi 'ah.
of al-Murta9~ and al-Tüsi.

He often quotes the opinions
He does not go into detail

about his sources and speaks only of the Qur'an and
sunnah of the Prophet as forming the main bases,of figh.
It appears that since he has a SunnI bias, he attempts
to refute the claims enunciated by ~asan ~adr in the
above mentioned work. 15 He feels that none of the
early Shi'i scholars had attempted a full-fledged
study of the

u~ül

al-figh as al-Shafi'i had done and

states further that it was only al-Murta9a who
produced a work, al-Dhari'ah in which a systematization
was presented. 16
There is also Shihabï's Tagrïrat al_U~üI.17
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This book deals with the history and development of
g~ul

al-fiqh among the Sunnïs and Shi 'ah.

Shihabï

mentions the early writings of the Shï'ah, which are
known as u~ul al-arba'ah (the four principles)~8
He also discusses the reason why the Shi 'ah felt the
necessity of formulating their own

u~ul

al-figh and

the differences of opinion about the .S.hi 'ï usullVÜn
(scholars skilled in the science of
- - - ( tra d"~t~on~sts.
.
) 19
a khb ar~yun
point of Shi'i

u~ul

u~ul)

and

For h'~m t h e

.

start~ng

al-fiqh is the period of the

concealment of the twelfth imam.

Al-Murta~~'s book

al-Dharï'ah, in his opinion, is the first weIl
organized book, but again he does not say anything
about its methodology.20

His sources are not weIl

documented, and the study of his works is thereby
complicated.
In addition to the above, the subject has
also been dealt with in general histories of Shï'ï
jurisprudence.

Hashim Ma'ruf

al-~usaynï

has produced

two works, Ta'rïkh al-Figh al-Ja'farï and Mabadï al-

'~mmah li al-Figh al-Ja'fari,21 in which he deals with
the history of Shi'ï jurisprudence and its

g~ul.

In

the former book he mentions MliQammad al-Baqir and
Ja'far

al-~adiq

as the two distinguished scholars who

6
developed Islamic sciences such as figh, u§Gl al-figh
and Qadrth.

He deals mainly with how Ja'far al-$adiq

opposed giyas (analogy); he mentions Ja'far al-$adiq's
debate with AbG

~anrfah

and also explains what,

according to the Shr'ah, were the basic principles of
jurisprudence, but he does not mention its
systematization.

The author mentions 'AIr ibn Abr

lalib (d. 40/660) as the starting point of Shr'r
jurisprudence, followed by Abü R5fi', the secretary
of 'AIr and his close companion.

The book of 'AIr

which he mentions is called al-~aQrfah al-$adigah. 22
In terms of material to assist this study,
it is apparent that none of the above works has much
to offer.

The same situation prevails when we turn

to remarks in books on Muslim jurisprudence in general.
Among these works, the first worth mentioning is the
Ta'rrkh al-Tashrr' al-Islamr by Khu9arr Bek. 23 In
this book there is a section on "u§ül al-fiqh" and a
sub-section on "al-Shr'ah al-imamryah" in which the
author considers MliQammad al-Baqir and Ja'far al-$adiq
as the "fountains of knowledge".

He mentions among

the early fugaha' '"(jurists) and usGlryün, MtiQammad ibn
al-Mas'Gd al-'Ayyashr 24 and Ibn al-Junayd (d. 381/991).25
He does not, however, deal with the systematization of

7

the subject.
In Dr. Yusuf Musa's book al-Figh al-Islamï,26
there is a chapter on "madhahib al-Shï'ah", in which
he mentions that Müs~ al-Ka~im (d. 183/799)27 was the
first to write on imamï jurisprudence. 28 The title
of his book was

al-~alal

wa

al-~aram

and his son,

'Alï al-Ri9~ (d. 203)29 is said to have written
- h a 1 - R-1.â'
d~ 30
anot h er b 0 0k , F 19

Dr. Müs~ states that

the first to write on Shï'ï jurisprudence in Iran was
Abü Ja'far MliQammad ibn al-~asan al-Furrükh al-~affar
al-A'raj al_Qummï 31 (d. 290/902). He adds that the
reason the Shï'ï scholars wrote

Q~ul

al-figh was

because they considered the gate of iitihad open before
them.

So after the concealment of the twelfth imam,

they felt the need to establish a basis for their
.
d ence. 32
Jur1spru

He gives a list of the works

produced by the early Shï'ï scholars, but oddly
enough he does not mention al-Dharï'ah of al-Murta9â.33
Another work ori'· the history of jurisprudence
called Ta'rïkh al-Tashrï' al-Islamï 34 has been written
by three Egyptian sCholars, namely MUQammad al-Subkï,
MUQammad 'Alï al-Sa'is and Mli9ammad Yusuf al-Barbarï,
In this book the authors have mentioned Ja'far

al~~adiq

as the most prominent scholar of the Shï'ah,35 but

8

there is no further elaboration of the systematization
of Shï'ï jurisprudence.
Another notable work is Falsafat al-Tashrï'
fï al-Islam written by ~ubQï MaQma~anï,36

In this

book the author has dealt with the sources of
jurisprudence according to the Shï'ah.
mentioned Ja'far

al-~adiq,

He has

but he says nothing about

the origin or the systematization of the ~~ül.37
A. A. A. Fyzee has touched upon the subject
of the development of Shï'ï law in an article and
also to sorne extent in his work, Outlines of
Muhammadan Law. 38 But in the course of the discussion,
the emphasis falls on the problem of imamah and upon
sorne aspects in which the Shï'ah differ from the
Sunnïs. He mentions Zayd ibn 'Alï 39 as the first
authority on Shï'ï law and refers to his book
Maimü' al-Figh, but he offers no further details. 40
Among Western scholars, Schacht's Origin
of MUQammadan Jurisprudence 41 has sorne rernarks on
Shï'ï law in general in which he concludes that
neither Ja'far al-~adiq nor Müs; al-Ka~im were, as
alleged, the founders of Shï'ï law.

In his opinion,

authentic Shï'ï literature came into being only
towards the end of the third Islamic century.42

He

9

also has sorne doubts about the Majmu' being the
·
ear 1 1est
work on Zayd-"
1 Jur1spru d ence. 43

In view of the nature of the works
discussed above, it is clear that the present study
is meant to coyer ground which has not been hitherto
explored to any substantial degree.

The contribution

of this study, it is hoped, therefore lies in its
being the first survey of the origin and systematization
of ShI'ï

Q~Gl

al-figh.

Prior to outlining the scheme of the study,
we shall trace briefly the meaning and significance
of

g~Gl

al-figh in Islam in general.

B.

The Importance of the Study

A scientific study and elucidation of the
shari'ah (revealed law of Islam) is called figh which
means ratiocination; i.e. the use of human reasoning
as opposed to 'ilm (knowledge) based solely on
revelation. 44 Figh is divided into two branches;
g~Gl,

or the logical principles and bases of

jurisprudence, and furu', the branches, or substantive
law. 45

Thus

u~ül

al-figh means the doctrine of the

sources of Muslim jurisprudence.

The

u~ulïyün

define

it as the methodology of Muslim jurisprudence; i.e. the
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science of the proofs which lead to the establishment
of legal standards. 46 This science provides a knowledge
of such rules and principles as form the basis of
reasoning in the science of figh.

It discusses the

nature of the sources of the authorities in figh and
what pertains thereto, and the various degrees of the
legal effect of a source which are determined by the
nature of the source itself. 47
The function of

u~ül

al-figh is then to

prepare the premises which are to be used in figh in
establishing the shar'ï provision in a particular case.
In other words,

u~ül

al-figh provides certain univers al

propositions (al-gawa'id al-kullïyah) to be used in
figh as fundamental provisruons applicable to particular
cases.

For example it is in

g~ül

al-figh that the

reasons are shown for iima' as a basis to establish a
shar'ï value under certain conditions.

Figh, on the

other hand takes this proposition as a premise to
declare certain acts, e.g., the practice of istithna,48
(exemption), as lawful because there is an iima' to
that effect. 49
Whereas figh merely states the shar'ï value
of a certain act (sometimes it states the reason of
such evaluation) the discussion of details and the

Il
classification of such values is the subject matter
of

Q~ül

al-figh.

U~ül

al-figh sets the standards on

the basis of which the shar'i judgements are made.
It provides the principles of how to evaluate and
qualify a piece of evidence found in the shar'r
sources and the nature of the legal effect of such a
piece of evidence.

Fo~

example, the Qur'an is a

source of shari'ah for a legal judgement, but every
bit of evidence found in this source cannot have the
same legal effect.

For instance, a command in the

Qur'an can be an 'amr (a positive command), or a
nahi; (prohibition), an 'amm (a universal command)
or a

kha~~

(a particular command).

It is the subject

matter of u~ül al-figh to deal with such fundamental
d eta~Ol s. 50
We should remember here that every branch of
knowledge has three components:

--.-

(a) Mawdü'at (subject matter)
(b) Mabadï (principles which demonstrate the
main problem)
Cc) Masa'il (problems taken as examples of
application of the principles).
Sorne of the topics included in the science
of

g~ül

al-figh deal with those subjects which are the
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bases of the principles of jurisprudence and other
subheadings deal with what the

u~ülïyün

called masa'il.

The mabadï (basic concepts or principles) include
discussions which are really pertinent to the realm of
semantics.

Among the topics treated are 'amm (general

concepts) and

kha~~

(particular concepts),

mu~lag

(absolute cqncepts) and mugayyad (confined concepts).
These analytic concepts can be applied to aIl branches
of knowledge and are not confined just to the
principles of jurisprudence.

Other branches of the

subject deal with logical problems; the chapter:
"Dalalat al-laf~ 'al~ ma'nah".
of its meaning).

(indication by a word

This kind of discussion is not

applicable to the Arabic language alone but may be
applied to any language.

.This problem is exactly the

same as we get in the principles of jurisprudence .
One topic of the

u~ül

is entitled

isti~çab

al-Qal.

This signifies the extension of a previously known
state in the context of a legal problem, LO any existing
state of ignorance. 5l Another question discussed is
.9ujiïyat

al-~awahir:

this term signifies that in any

'l

given statement from which a legal rule is to be
derived, only the apparent meaning has jurisprudential
force; any allegorical or hidden meaning cannot be

13

construed to have this force. 52
The main object of this science is to
establish an organised system for the deduction of
judgements (âQkam) from the basic sources. 53 The
help of sorne other Islamic sciences is required in
order to attain this desired systematisation.
sciences include:

These

theology, philology, logic and

philosophy.

In fact, the principles of jurisprudence
comprise propositions borrowed from other sciences. 54
For example, if one considers the saying of the Prophet,
"If the water reaches up to the measure of a

~

(a

measure equal to six ass loads), nothing can make that
water unclean, ,,55 it is not possible to deduce any
legal judgement unless one knows the meaning of these
words, particularly the meaning of the word kurr, the
relation of the minor premise to the major premise and
the construction of the sentence.

Thus, these and

other philological, theological and logical propositions
.

have been discussed in

u~ül

al-figh, but not as its

principal subject of study but rather as prerequisites
to the study of its real areas of interest.
The relation of one branch of knowledge to
another may lie in either mabâdï or masa'il or
maw~ü'at.

Theology is related to

u~ül

with respect

14

to maw9ü'àt, but the other sciences are related with
respect to mabàdï, a point to be discussed later on
in this study.56

For an example of the latter, with

regard to the problem of whether khabar al-waQid
(single individual tradition) is acceptable or not,
it becomes necessary to discuss the science of rijàl
(genealogy).

Similarly, the problem of whether

positive and negative commands are identical or not. 57
is inseparably linked with the problems of philosophy,
because a resolution of this problem requires
investigation into whether two essences can be
identical in one existence or note

If this is

possible, then positive and negative commands can be
identical.

Thus

~~ül

is also related to philosophy

with respect to mabàdï.
What has been discussed above regarding the
main scope of

y~ül

al-figh and- its relation to other

sciences is by way of establishing a general framework
within which the study of al-Murta~~ and al-Tusï can
be conducted.

The outline of the matter studied in

the science of

u~ül

u~ül

al-figh applies to aIl study of

in general, and it will permit us to pinpoint

more clearly the relationship of these two scholars'
works to the science in general and will also enable

15

us to see more clearly how this science has been
related to other sciences in their works.
Hence, the lines along which the thesis will
proceed are a discussion of the origin and
systematization of Shï'ï

u~ül

al-figh in the fifth

century A.H. as illustrated in the works of al-Murta9~
and al-Tüsï.

The study will concentrate on the

following works:
al-Murta~a

al-Dharï'ah

and 'Uddat

al-U~ül

il~ U~ul

al-Sharï'ah of

of al-Tüsï,

The problem

which forms the subject of our inquiry involves, in
Why did al-Murta~~ and

fact, two basic questions:
al-Tüsï attempt to establish

u~ül

al-figh as an

independent science for the Shï'ah?; and, What were
the ideas and principles upon which they sought to
base their

u~ül

al-figh?

Chapter l will attempt to

deal with the first problem.
Chapter II will provide a brief account of
al-Murtada's views about sorne of the linguistic issues
that enter into the problems of

u~ül

ideas about khabar, whether khabar

al-figh, his

al-wâ~id

(a

single individual tradition) is acceptable in sharlI
matters or not, his ideas about ijmâ' and ijtihâd,
and the difference between iitihâd,and giyâs,
Chapter III essays a detailed account of

16

al-Tüsï's life and his ideas about khabar al-wâQid,
which in his opinion is a basis for Shï'ï

C.

u~ül

al-figh.

Sources

The sources utilized for the present study
can be divided into materials dealing with

u~ül

al-figh

in general and materials dealing with the biographies
of these two Shï'ï scholars.
divided into:
u~ül

These can be further sub-

Materials dealing with purely Shï'ï

of the early period, which we have called original

or primary sources, and materials helpful in studying
the works of the two sCholars, which we have termed
'secondary sources'.

A further group of subsidiary

sources we can calI "reference works."

The sources,

therefore, can be classified as follows:

(i)

(i)

Original or Primary

(ii)

Secondary

(iii)

Reference

Original or Primary Sources
There are only a few works which fall into

this category:
1.

Al-Kafï by MliQammad ibn Ya'qüb ibn

ISQaq al-Kulaynï (d. 329/940).58

In this book, there

are traditions regarding the rejection of giyas and

17
the reasons why general iima' is not acceptable to
the Shï'ah.

~

Al-Murta9a and al-Tüsï basethemselves

on these traditions in their arguments refuting giyas
and general Wma'.

The book is, therefore, important

in determining the sources from which the two writers
have derived their materials.
2.

Al-Dhari'ah il~ U~ül al-Shari'ah, written

by al-Murta9~ in 430/1038, six years before his death,
was published, together with an introduction by Dr.
Abü al-Qasim Gurgï,
on Shi'i

Since this book is the first one

al-figh, it forms the basis of any study
on the subject. 59 In the opinion of the author himu~ül

self the book was meant to form for the first time a
basis for a distinct Shï'ï school of thought. 'Other
later Shï'ï writers have also spoken of the
pioneering nature of this work of al-Murta<t~,60

3.

'Uddat al-U~ül, written byal-Tüsï,6l

forms the second major source.

It must be noted that

al-!üsï, too, maintained that his. work was the first
one of its kind.

The extent of al-Murta9~'s influence

· ·LtS proper pace.
1
62
on th e wor k WL·11 b e d·LscussedLn
Regardless of the relation between the two) the book,
being of the same period and milieu, is an illuminating
~

complement to al-Murta9a's work.
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4.

Talkhi~ al-Shafi. 63 This was originally

the work of al-Murta~i, written in answer to
allegations by the Mu'tazili

Qa~i,

'Abd al .. Jabbar al-

Hamadani, and al-Tusi has in fact condensed the
arguments in this book.

One section of the book

dealing with the important question of why the Shi'ah
do not accept the ijma' of the genera1ity is
relevant for our study.64
5.
by Abu

Man~ur

Ma'a1im a1_U~u1,65 a much 1ater work
Jama1 a1-Din

~asan

ibn Zayn a1-Din

(d. 1011/1602) is important because of the
comprehensive approach of the writer to the works of
the two major figures in our study and the considerable
1ight thrown on sorne of the prob1ems invo1ved.
6.

Qawanin

a1-U~ü1,

was written by Mitza

MliQammad ~asan (d. 1231/1815).66
7.

Fara'i~ a1-U~ü1

was written by Shaykh

Murta~~ ibn MliQammad Amin Shüshtari (d. 1281/1864).67
He and Mirza Jjasan quote the.tlideas of the previous
u~u1iyün

and particu1ar1y of the two central figures

in our study.
(ii) Secondary Sources
The Secondary Sources, which form our second
group of source materia1s, comprise mainly those works
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which are useful inasmuch as they help us to understand the development of Y§ül al-figh in general and
the conceptual background against which the Shï'i
development can be studied.
The earliest is the important work

U~ül

al-Sarakhsi,68 which deals with u~ül al-figh as
related to the Sunnï

~anafï

school.

Al-Ghazzali's

(d. 505/1111) al-Musta§f~69 also gives sorne insight
into the above

development~

Then there is the

Kashf al Asrar of 'Abd al-'Azïz Bukhari (d. 730/
1329)70 and ~idï's (d. 631/1233) IQkam fi U~ül alAQkam,7l and finally Ibn Khaldüo's al-Mugaddirnah. 72
Modern studies dealing with the subject and
its background have already been touched upon earlier.
In addition to Schacht's work, Coulson also has a
general survey of Islamic Law.

Then there are the

works of Aghnides,73 Khaddürï,74 Fyzee,75 MaQma~ani76
and Kemal Farüki,77

The historical background is
traced in the works of Donaldson78 and also in
recent articles by Watt 79 and Gibb. 80
(iii)

Reference
For the life and works of

al-Murta~~

and

al-Tüsi, we have used certain biographical, bibliographical and historicaJ. sources which we have listed
in the Bibliography of the thesis.

CHAPT ER l
THE ORIGIN OF SHI'I
A.
l(a)

U~UL

AL-FIQH

Historical Background

History of Sunnï figh
U~Gl

al-figh as a special science came into

being in the early part of the 'Abbasid periode
science was known as film

al-u~GI

This

(the science of

Islamic jurisprudence) while figh was known as

~

al-furG' (the science of Islamic substantive law).
The science of Islamic substantive law developed in
aIl its essentials before the theory of film
was established as a special science.

al-u~GI

Its pattern

of development can be compared to that of Arabic.
philology.

Arabic literature was weIl established

prior to the creation of an Arabic philology.
People at first were not concerned with formulating
the rules of philology, but later when the need arose
of explaining the literature, the science of philology

20
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came into being.

U~ül

al-figh did not come into

existence before the second half of the second
century of the Hijrah, because duringthe first
century philological principles for the interpretation
of the Qur'an and sunnah were not considered necessary.l
The Companions of the Prophet were mostly Arabs, and
they had a good grasp of the application of the
Qur'anic verses and the sunnah of the Prophet.

In

the second century of the Hijrah, however, Islam
expanded, and many non-Arabs entered its fold.

The

need to systematLze an approach to philological
problems was then felt to enable the people to understand the Qur'anic verses and the exact meaning of
~~ü~,

(the established text of the Qur'an and the

sunnah of the Prophet).
The Qur'an was the first source for u§ül
al-figh. 2

Qur'anic legislation was not disconnected

from its historical context.

Schacht states that the

reasons for Qur'anic legislation were:
(1)

Dissatisfaction with the prevailing
condition; and

(2)

The need to deal with newly arising
problems. 3
Nevertheless, historically speaking, very
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soon the Qur'anic precepts fell short.

The need to
'.

supplement them was met by recourse to Vadïth.~

The terro vadïth at that stage, was not as clear as it
afterwards became.

The words Qadïth, sunnah, khabar

and athar were interchange.ablyused.

The terro sunnah

was applied to both the practice of Muvammad and
the usage of Medina.

In this period, the attitude of

the fugaha' towards this

~adïth

material, including

weIl known sayings of the Prophet, varied according
to their understanding and interpretation.

Shah

Walï Allah quotes many instances from this period to
show the differences. 5
The main" stay of the legal development, however, was the sunnah, the customs, not because they
were followed by ancestral use as I. Goldziher seems
to point out,6 but because of their established
character as a determining factor.

D. B. Macdonald

stresses four elements which constituted legal norros
(sunnah) for the legislation in these days:

common

law, the usage of MuQammad, the usage of Medina, and
equity.

A further conclusion drawn by J. Schacht is

that the legal practice during the Umayyad period also
came to be known as sunnah.

Furthermore, the common

usage and social institutions of the conquered
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territories, like Mesopotamia and Syria, where Roman
and Sassanid laws were in practice, were also
maintained. 7
It was initially an administrative policy,
mostly in Syria and Mesopotamia, to leave many
previously established institutions substantially as
they found them.

Once established, they came to be

accepted as "legal norms."

The best illustration is

Qa9ï Abü Yüsuf's stand on a non-Arab sunnah.

He held

that if there existed in a country an ancient non-Arab
sunnah which Islam had neither changed nor abolished,
the caliph was not authorized to change it even if
the people complained that it caused them hardship.8
There were however areas where the local
practices were not so strikingly different from those
in

~ijaz

as, for example, in Syria and Iraq.

The

social conditions in these areas were not changing in
such a way as to pose a challenge to the sunnah/çadïth.
This situation existed in areas which had the same
social conditions as

~ijaz

(the centre of sunnah and

çadith) or which were isolated from the centres of the
government.

The jurists in such areas could afford to

dismiss the need of seeking new bases of reasoning in
figh.

They sought in çadith a "palladiumlfl" for figh.
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They generally called themselves ahl al-çadlth and
their opponents ahl al-ra'y.9
The Mesopotamians were generally ahl al-ra'y,
while thoseof Syria and Hijaz were mostly ahl al-Qadïth.
The schools of Malik (d. 179/795),10 Awza'ï (d. 157/
773),11 Thawrï (d. 161.777),12 and Da'üd (d. 270/
883) 13 were among the ahl al-Qadïth ~:md they referred
to their opponents, the followers of Abü

~anïfah

(d. 150/767),14 as tarikü al-sunnah, those who forsook
the sunnah.
Al-SQafi'ï, who unlike Malik, was strongly
in favour of unifying the legal practice, realized
that the cause of schism and disagreement lay in the
fact that authority in legal matters was not weIl
defined.

He had studied both Hanafï and Malikï

reasonings.

.=.;.;;;;.~

He attempted to reconcile the two, so

that the analogical method (of the

~anaf~Jmight

be

used to supplement the traditional method (of the
Malikïs) in the development of legal thoUght. 15
Al-Shafi'ï resolved to compile a legal compendium
which would survey the whole of contemporary legal
material based on his own method. This was-his book
al-Umm. 16 In its last part he has discussed the
causes of disagreement among contemporary legal

25
scho ols.

The trea tise that posi tivel y furth ered

juris prud entia l struc ture , howe ver, was his al-R isala h.
This work is regar ded as the firs t work in the field
of

-~ a 1 - f"19 h • 17

U~UL

l(b)

The Histo ry of Sunn i

u~ül

al-fi gh.

Ibn al-Na dim ment ions in his al-F ihris t that
al-Sh ayba ni (d. 182/7 98)1 8 wrot e seve ral book s on
u~ül

al-fi gh, e.g. , Kitâb

Ijtih àd wa a1-r a'y.

al-Isti~san,

and Kitab al-

Ibn al-Na dim also says that al-

Shaf i'i staye d with al-Sh ayba ni for an entir e year
nï's
and took mate rials for his Risa lah from a11 al-Sh ayba
Al-S hafi' i, hims eif, appe ars to have admi tted
19 As Ibn Khal likan
this fact as Shih abi poin ts out.
20 also wrot e a book on the subj ect. 21
f
Yüsu
Abü
us,
tells
Sinc e these book s are now extin ct, the only syste mati zed

book s.

book from the early time rema ins the Risa lah of al" d as t h e
" "1S recog n1ze
a 1 ,-1. 22 For t h"1S reaso n 1t
Sh -f"
first on the subj ect, thoug h othe rs may have been
writ ten . prio r to it.
l(c)

The Syst emat izati on of

~~ül

al-fi gh by al-S hafi 'i

Among the reaso ns that prom pted al-S hafi 'i
to syste mati ze ~~ü1 a1-fi gh were 1) the fact that
durin g the time of al-S hafi 'i, a quar re1 had arise n
among scho lars rega rding the basis of figh, 23 and

26
2) al-Shafi'i found sorne contradictions 24 in the
sunnah of the Prophet collected before his time.

These

contradictions made it necessary to find out a way of
giving preference to part of the reported sunnah and
abrogating the reste

3)

In the latter half of the

seQond century. non-Arabs entered into Islam in
large numbers, and they found it difficult to understand the predominantly Arabic oriented scholarship of
the time, as weIl as the Qur'an itself. 25 These
factors compelled al-Shafi'i to introduce sorne rules
and regulations into shar'i principles.

Khaddürl. in

his introduction to- the Risalah says that any great
jurist was necessarily drawn into the ikhtilaf (disagreement) or controversy among the schools of
tradition and personal opinion.

What was to be the

position of tradition in relation to the Qur'an and
other sources of the law?
of

~

What was to be the position

and qiyas in relation to the Qur'an and

tradition?

At a time when scholars were raising such

questions, al-Shafi'i came forward and took part in
the controversy between the advocates of tradition and
the advocates of opinion in order to defend the former's
claim to suprernacy.26
In constructing his theory of

u~ül

al-figh,

27

al-Shafi'i looked to previous developments, i.e., to
the basic sources of legal evidence in the Qur'an,
and the sunnah, and then to general consensus and
analogy.

He deduced rules on the basis of these

four sources.
of words.

He then turned to study the meanings

Al-Shafi'i explained that such study was

necessary because one depends upon knowledge of the
conventional meanings of single or composite utterances
for deriving ideas in general.

The philological norms

needed in this connection are found in the sciences
of grammar, inflection, syntax and style.

Now, when

speech was a habit of those who used it, these
linguistic matters were neither sciences nor norms.
At that time, jurists did not need them because
linguistic matters were familiar to them by force of
habit.

But when the habit of the Arabie language was

lost, the experts, who made it their speciality,
determined it once and for aIl with the help of sound
tradition and of sound rules of analogy which they
evolved.

Linguistic matters thus became 'sciences and

the jurists needed to mas ter them in order to know the
divine laws.

Hence, al-Shafi'i felt it necessary to

introduce these linguistic matters in his new science.
Al-Shafi'i has given special emphasis to

28
bayan (exposition), sunnah and giyas.

Bayan is a

discussion of the legal provisions of the Qur'an.

It

is a collective term which includes general principles
of law as weIl as detailed rules.

The term bayan has

been discussed by several junists, but al-Shafi'i seems
to emphasize the legal content of the provisions on the
grounds that aIl Qur'anic communications are clear,

We

shall refer to this again in the course of our
discussion of al-Murtaçlcf and al-Tüsï ,':s systematization.
However, the chapter on bayan was apparently
introduced only as an introduction to a fuller treatment of the Qur'an, from a juristic viewpoint, and
subsequent chapters of his Risalah.

AI-Shafi'ï's

critical study of the Qur'an, from a juristic viewpoint, led him to the keen observation that the
Qur'anic rules and principles fall into various
categories.

To begin with, he divides them into
general and particular rules. 27

AI-sunnah
Al-Shafi'i defines sunnah as a source of law
and as the usage of the Prophet.

Al-Shafi'i taught

that the precepts of the Qur'an were given greater
precision by the Prophet's sayings and decisions which
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clarify the meaning of a particular piece of Qur'anic
legislation or an ambiguous texte

He proclaimed that

authority in legal matters belongs only to the
Prophet. 28
Al-Shafi'i made it clear that only an
authentic tradition from the Prophet is binding and
constitutes an authoritative source of legislation.
Al-Shafi'i distinguished between an authentic
tradition of the Prophet and a narrative tradition
which embodies the opinion of a companion or a leading
juriste

He said that the latter may be useful in

clarifying the meaning of a text, but is not as binding
as a tradition of the Prophet.
He also emphasized the importance of
reliability on the part of the transmitter.

Hence he

devoted a large portion of the Risalah to studying
what constituted an authentic tradition and what
ought to be the rules of transmission. 29

Qiv as
Al-Shafi'i devotes much less space to givas,
iima', and to iitihad than to Qur'an and sunnah.
However, he applied givas extensively.
is essentially the old method of

~

To him givas
which he adopts
&
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here under this less ominous name, but with a certain
limitation of the process.

Al-Shafi'i further

endeavoured to lay down definite rules for its use;
he succeeded only to a small extent, however, and
even in later times, in spite of limitations in its
method, aiyas still had not overcome the vagueness
which caused it to lack a power of conviction
comparable to that of the other u~ül.30
Al-Shafi'i often uses the terms aiyas and
iitihad interchangeably,31 but it is obvious that he
permits personal reasoning only through analogy. 32
To him analogy is of two kinds:

1) if the case in

question is similar to the original meaning of the
precedent, no disagreement on this kind of aiyas is
permitted, 2) if the case in question is similar to
several precedents, analogy must be applied to the
. resem bl ance an d most appropr1ate.
.
33
prece d ent nearest 1n

He tried, however, to limit the use of analogy to
matters of details; it can never supersede an
authoritative texte

Neither should it be based on' a

special or an exceptional precedent; analogy must
conform to the spirit and to the general rules and
principles of the law.

In taking such a position,

al-Shafi 'i established a balance between those who

31
used analogy extensively as a source of law and those
who rejected it altogether. 34 Al-Shafi'i does not
reckon qiyas as one of the sources but considers it
derivative (far').

Qiyas must be based on the Qur'an,

the sunnah or consensus; it cannot supersede them,
but it may be superseded by them.

Prophetie

traditions are not subject to analogical reasoning,
and their wording must not be interpreted by way of
aiyas,

For al-Shafi'i consensus of the Muslims

decides which aiyas is right and which is wrong. 35
Al-Shafi'ï's most important methodological
rule regarding the use of aiyas is that it cannot be
based on a special case which constitutes an
exception from a general rulej in other words,
exception cannot be extended by analogy.

Even so, for

al-Shafi'i giyas often meant not a strict analogy, but
consistent systematic reasoning in a broad sense.

In

summing up the sources of law at the end of the Risalah
al-Shafi'i says:

"Although l have made discussions on

the basis of consensus and analogy, just as l have
made discussions on the basis of the Book and the
sunnah in the case of consensus and analogy, the
principle on which l made my decision varies. ,,36

32

(a)

History of Shï'i figh
According to Shi'i sources, the compilation

of Shi'ï figh began from 'Ali (d. 40/660).

'Ali is

.--

said to have collected the traditions about halaI
(permitted) and

Q~

from the Prophet.

i!l=.~adigal}.. 3',!

(prohibited) which he heard

This booklet was ca,lled

Bukhari, in his

~aQiQ

al-~al}.ifah

al-Bukhari, has

preserved a tradition where Abü JliQfah asked 'Ali
about the existence of any written book of rules.
'Ali replied that he had the Qur'an, his own
knowledge, and that which was in his
let).38

~aQifah

(book-

MliQammad al-Baqir claimed possession of a

booklet al-Jami'ah, said to have been written by 'Ali,
and said that it consisted of aIl kinds of knowledge,
rules of judgement, laws of inheritance, etc.
al-~adiq

Ja'far

claimed to have the above booklet in his

possession, and he showed it to his disciples stating
that the booklet was in 'Ali's handwriting. 39

.

.

Hasan Sadr and Hashim Ma'rüf list sorne of
the Shi'i jurists before and after the time of
MuQammad al-Baqir and Ja'far

al-~adiq,

among whom was

Ibn Abi Rafi,40 who is said to have written books on
sunnah, s;JAC).a' and aQkam.

His books consisted of

discussions on prayer, fasting, pilgrimage, and zakat.
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Anot her Shi' i scho lar, Rabi ' ibn Samï ' is said to
have writt en a book on the taxa tion of came ls. AlNaja shï ment ions both as being among the firs t group
of juris ts of the tabi' ün (succ esso rs of the
. s ) • 41
companl.on

Then cornes the ment ion of MuQammad al-B aqir
and Ja'fa r al-~adiq. Thes e two imams late r becam e
the main sourc es for the deve lopm ent of Shï' ï thou ght
and were cons idere d as the "two head s of Shï' ï law."
Ja'fa r al-~adiq was the more famo us, and afte r him
42
Shï' ï law came ta be known as al-fi gh "al-J a'far ï.
Late r writ ers, as weIl as mode rn Twel ver
Shï'a h, claim that figh liter atur e orig inate d in the
thirâ decad e of the firs t Islam ic centu ry,43 but the
auth entic liter atur e had its begin ning only towa rds
44 When
the end of the third centu ry of the Hijra h.
the twel fth im@m Muçammad

al-Munta~ar

al-Q a'im went

into conc ealm ent in the year 260/8 73, the comm unity
felt the nece ssity of a codi fied law for thei r
Firs t of aIl, the scho lars thou ght it
nece ssary to colle ct the sayin gs of thei r imams. For
this reaso n, majo r work s of funda ment al sign ifica nce

guid ance .

on Shï' ï theol ogy, juris prud ence and trad ition s were
produ ced durin g the third and four th cent uries A.H.
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by Shï'ï sCholars, commonly known as the people of
the fourth generation,

~abagat

al-rabi'ah, those whose

source of knowledge was the sixth imam Ja'far

al-~adiq.

The most important works of this period are the four
hundred principles, sometimes called
mi'ah.

~~ül

al-arba'a

In the early four th century, they were

collected in the form of books like Amalï, Khi~al,
'Uyün al-Akhbar, and Madïnat al'ilm. 45 The most
famous works of this period, however, are the "Four
Books", which are

~~ül

al-arba'ah (the four

principles).46
The first collection of Shï'ï traditions
is al-Kafï by al-Kulaynï (d. 328/939).47

Ibn Babawayh

(d. 381/991) took things one stage further by
collecting aIl those traditions and sayings of the

.

imams regarding aQkam in the book Man la YaQduruhü
al-Fagïh.

Then the well-kndwn Shï'ï scholar, al-Tüsï,

wrote his two books on jurisprudence, Tahdhïb al-AQkam
and

al-Istib~ar.

These four books became the sources,

not only of jurisprudence but of other sciences as
weIl, for they represented exegesis and explanation by
the imams, who had applied their own iitihad, thus
precluding the need for individual iitihad.

The

religious law left by the imams was considered by the

35

Shï'ah to be like the

nu~us.

Also at this time, the

Shï'ah turned to writing theological works, and we
know of a considerable number of books by their scholars
°

~n

t hO~s

°

per~o

d • 48

After the collection of Shi'! akhbar and
traditions we may distinguish two groups of scholars,
the akhbarïyün and the

y~ulïyün.

The first group

considered the akhbar and instructions received from
their imams, sufficient for their guidance and saw no
need to apply their own ijtihad.

This group is

called mtiQaddithün (the traditionists).

They followed

the Qur'anic verses and akhbar of thèir imams.
Kulaynï belonged to this group.

Al-

The other group

thought it necessary to resort to their own ijtihad
for solving new problems since the imams were no
longer among them and only the akhbâr remained.

They

thought it important to study the akhbar carefully and
to try to understand their real application by using
individual ijtihad.

It also seemed wise to find sorne

rules and principles which would form the
law of the Shï'âh community.

u~ül

for the

To these ends scholars

of the fifth century utilized the collected akhbar
and created the science of

y~ül

al-figh.

There were many points of difference between

36
these two groups as we learn
quotes from 'Abdullah ibn
1)

from" ~<l<hansarï

~aliQ

who

al-Samarqandï, e.g.;

The usülIyUn consider iitihad as

obligatory, while the akhbarïyUn consider it unlawful
because preservation of the traditions of the
infallible imams is obligatory upon them; and
2)

The

figh to be four:

u~ulïygn

considered the sources of

kitab, sunnah, ijma' and

~;

while

the akhbarïygn considered only kitab and sunnah to be
49
the true sources.
As a result of the disagreement, sorne Shï'ï
scholars of the fourth century set out to write on the
science of

Q~ül

al-figh.

The first man who wrote a

complete book on the subject was Shaykh al-Mufïd.
The name of the book was Kanz

al-U~ül.

This book does

not exist today, but it is referred to in al-Murta9d's
al-Dharï·ah. 50

B.

The Question of the Origin of Shï'ï Uiul
'Shï'ï scholars of the twentieth century

generally consider 'Ali to be the starting point of
their

u~ül

al-figh.

He is followed by the fifth and

sixth imams, MUQammad al-Baqir and Ja'far

al-~adiq.

AI-Tusi
cites a tradition from 'Alï in which he said
•

..•
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that were ra'y (meaning the application of reason) to
be the basis of religious law, then the sole of the
socks deserved to be commanded 5l to be wiped (mas~)
[(in tayammum) which gets more unclean than the upper
part of the sock which are the shar'ï commands to
wipeJ.
~asan

~adr's

view is that the Shï'ah are

pioneers in the field of

y~Gl

al-figh.

He states

that the first man to lay down the fundamentals of
y~Gl

was

al-Baqir, the fifth imam; next came

M~ammad

his son, Ja'far

These two imams dictated
rulings to their disciples. 52 Hisham ibn al-~fukam, a
al-~adiq.

disciple of Ja'far

al-~adiq

is alleged to have written

a book on the subject called Kitab

al-Alfa~~

During the imamah of Müsa
seventh imam,

al-Ka~im,

the

Yunus ibn 'Abd al-Rahman
is said to
•

have narrated traditions from him.

Hasan
Sadr
also
•
•

mentions Isma'îl ibn 'Ali ibn Abi Sahl Fadl
ibn al•
Nawbakhtî (d. 311/923).53
Khu~G~

His books are:

Kitab al-

wa al-'UmGm, Kitab Ibtal al-Qiyas, Kitab Nagd

al-Ijtihad wa al-Ra'y.

Ibn Sahl was a contemporary

and a disciple of the eleventh imam
(d. 260/873).54

~san

al-'Askari

~asan ~adr also claims that al-

Nawbakhtî was one of the greatest Shï'ï scholars and
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the shaykh of the Shi'ï theologians. 55
Let us now look at

~asan ~adr's

construction

of this history to determine how far it may be correct.
On considering his views we find that the tradition
credited to 'Ali cannot be said to constitute a
distinctive Shï'i law.

Its context is too general,

and it is difficult to imagine that 'Ali conceived of
his saying as forming part of law for a distinct
group of his followers.

As for the statements regarding

the fifth and sixth imams and the later scholars, it is
true to say that these two imams were great scholars
who had discussed the unacceptability of qiyas but
this was done for special reasons, i.e., they discussed
a particular problem but did not write full systematic
treatises.

During the time of Ja'far

Abï Laylah and Abu

~anïfah

al-~adiq,

Ibn

had favoured personal

reasoning, while the Shi 'ah, because of the existence
of an imam whom they considered the sole authority on
the law of the community, felt no necessity of
exercising their individual judgement on issues which
the imam could decide.
la'far

al-~adiq

Mu~ammad

al-Baqir and later

denied the resort to analogy and

personal reasoning.

.

la'far

al-~adiq

is alleged to

have said to AbG Hanifah that the first man to use it
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was Iblïs.

This is a clear denial of giyas. 56

among the early Shï'ï

y~ülïyün

Also

who have so far been

mentioned, we find two kinds of scholars.

In the

first place, there are theologians like Hisham ibn
al-~akam

and al-Nawbakhtï who discussed

u~ül

al-figh

on a theological pattern which we shall discuss in
the last section of this chapter. 57 Their discussion
follows lines similar to those of Sunnï scholars.

It

would not be proper, therefore, to consider them as
purely Shï'ï

u~ülïyün.

The second category of scholars

are the jurists, who, along with the discussion of
figh,considered the y~ül as weIl, e.g., Ibn al-Junayd. 58
These scholars were influenced by Shï'ï law already
extant and formulated.

Therefore, up to the time of

concealment of the tweIfth imam, the discussion of
u~ül

by Shï'ï scholars cannot be called complete.

The

"' L

science did not have an independent status.

Sorne

scholars had discussed the denial of giyas and others
had written on 'umüm and
khabar al-waçid.

khu~üs

--~--r

and still others on

We cannot, however, calI these works

a science of ufjül for the following reasons:
1.

From the pattern of discussion of the

Shï'ï scholars of that time, it is evident that their
concern concentrated on the denial of giyas, which
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represented their rejection of the Sunnï position.
This denial was important for the preservation of the
Shï'ï doctrine of imamah as we have said earlier.
This should be interpreted to reflect a defense
against the threat to their position rather than any
preconceived ambition at systematization.
major subject of discussion was 'umüm and
mabaQith

al-alfa~

(semantic discussion).

of discussion was not related purely to

The other
khu~ü~

or

This kind
u~ül

al-figh.

Such discussions have become a mabadï in the course
of time, as we have mentioned in the Introduction, but
these subjects are common to bath
philology.

u~al

al-figh and

Shï'ï scholars investigated these matters

in order to understand the Qur'an and the sunnah, not
to construct a systematic set of
2.

u~ül.

The Shï'ï imam was the sole authority

for any kind of injunction.

Now, as long as the imam

was present, the Shï'ah felt no necessity of
codifying a law.
works on Shï'ï

Conditions necessitating full-fledged

u~al

existed only after the concealment

of the twelfth imam and more sa after the passing
away of the four agents of the twelfth imam. 59
3.

Most of the Shï'ï scholars who wrote up

ta the beginning of the fourth century were not
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u~ulïyün

but theologians or philosophers.

the case with the Sunnï scholars also.
cannot consider them as

u~ül

writers.

people did not try to find independent
selves. 60
4.

Whatever concepts of

Such was

Therefore, we
Howe'v er, these
u~ül

u~Yl

for them-

the early

writers may have had were designed to fit into the
existing body of law, rather than forrning bases for
the development of such a law.

There was no attempt

to define an independent basis at aIl.
2.

The need for Shï'ï

u~ül

The books extant today on

u~ul

al-figh of

the earliest period are al-Dharï'ah of al-Murta9a and
after that 'Uddat

al-U~ül

of al-Tüsï,

J

Al-Murta9a,

both a theologian and a jurist, distinguished himself
more as a jurist and legal thinker of the Shï'ï
community of the fifth century.

During this time

Shi'i literature had received a great impetus.

The

political condition of this period was favourable for
Shï'i literary activities, and al-Murta9~ became the
champion of the Shï'ï cause.
The Buwayhids (320/932 - 447/1053) in
Baghdad inclined strongly towards the Twelvers. 6l
The pressure of persecution on Twelvers was now relaxed
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and they were able to expand their fields of activity.
The Buwayhids also made up for lost time by
encouraging progress in all walks of life; political,
religious and literary.

Shaykh al-Müfïd, the foremost

theologian whose scholarship was accepted even among
the Sunnïs, was highly respected by the
'A~ud

Buway~ids.

al-Dawlah, the Buwayhid Amïr, frequently paid

visits to the Shaykh's house.

In fact, at this time,

Baghdad was one of the centres of knowledge, where in
different mosques or at scholars' homes, thinkers of
different schools of thought gave lectures in their
special fields.

The Buwayoids supported the Shï'ï

ulamâ' very firmly.

It was at this time that the
four remaining Sunnï schools 62 were beginning to be

considered as exclusively orthodoxe

The Buwayoids

perhaps wished to see their forro of Shï'ism recognized
in the heart of the ummah as a fifth authorized
school. 63 This favourable political condition was
one of the factors which enabled the Shï'ah to introduce
various Islamic sciences of their own.

After the

greater concealment of the twelfth imam, the Shï'ï
scholars felt the necessity of using their own
iitihâd, and they wrote treatises on sorne of the
problems of

u~ül

al-fiah.

As yet, however, these did
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not forro a complete science of u~ül al_figh. 64
Another reason for rapid Shï'ï advance at
the time was their attitude to the state.

After the

'Abbasids had disappointed their Shï'ï supporters
on coming to power, the Ithna 'Asharïyah, unlike
groups such as the Isma'ilïs, developed a quiescent
attitude.

For this reason they posed no threat to

the 'Abbasids and were left alone to continue their
actions in non-political fields. 65 During the
BuwaYQid regime, a distinctive Shï'ï community with
a non-political basis developed, although the
Buwaynids, themselves, gave ceremonial allegiance to
the caliphs in Baghdad. 66
We have already mentioned the abundance of
scholars in Baghdad.

Moreover, sorne of the early

Shï'ï scholars studied with scholars of different
schools, specifically with Shafi'ï, Mu'tazilï, Zaydï
and ~anafï scholars. 67 Al-Murta9~'s study with these
various groups must have tempted him to pay attention
to

u~ül

al-figh, and this was probably one of the

reasons why he was able to produce a weIl organized
book on the subject and develop sorne distinctive ideas
about

u~ül

al-figh.
We said earlier that the basis of Shï'ï
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knowledge is the akhbar collected in the four y,sül
books.
u~ül

These four books were used by Shi'ah as the

al-dïn (principles of religion).

In them,

u~ül

al-figh was linked to the sciences of Qadith and figh,
and was not a separate science . . Analysis of the
traditions in

U~ül

al-Kafi and Man

Faqih will clearly show this.

La

yaQguruhü al-

What the Shi'ï scholars

claimed was that every injunction of the imam implied
a certain

a~l.

al-figh from

Al-MurtagaJ wanted to separate

~~ül

~~ül

al-din, consequently by his own

efforts, he composed his book al-Dhari'ah in the year

430/1038.
In writing this book, al-Murtag~ claims that
he did not borrow from the

~~ül

of other sects, since

their opinions on every problem were completely
different in furü'.
~~ül,

It followed, therefore, that their

too, would be different.

Moreover, he says that

they differ in their arguments and in their deductions.
For example, in the application of .ill!!L (positive
command) the Shi'ah have their own views, differing
from those of the Sunnis.

Al-Murtag~'s writings

·ff erent d·LrectLon.
.
68
represente d a d L

l n h·LS met h 0 d h e

changed the akhbarï pattern of writing;
straightforward quotations of akhbar.

i.e.~

the

.

Al-Murtadl
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also took the help of rational arguments.

Also, his

being a theologian may have determined his more
reasoned approach to his subject.
To

SUffi

up, al-Murta~~ felt the necessity of

writing this subject for two reasons:

1) The use of

ijtihâd was needed after the concealment of the imam
and he considered the gate of ijtihad open and 2) to
make a distinction between

u~ül

al-dïn and

u~ül

al-

figh.
We have mentioned earlier that Shï'ï scholars
produced their theological literature before writing
on

u~ül

al-figh.

Ibn Bâbawayh, Shaykh al-Mufïd and al-

~

Murta9a wrote a number of books on theology, because
of the fact that opposing groups were attacking them
on the question of imamah and the Shï'ï i'tigadat
(fundamental beliefs),there was need to reply to those
attacks.

.

AI-Murtad.{·'s book al-Shâfï is
example of this. 69

a clear

As we have mentioned earlier, theology has
a relationship with

~~ül

in its subject matter.

In

showing the relationship between these two sciences,
we should look into the subject matter of these two
sciences.
The subject matter of

u~ül

is "the proofs

relating to fiqh", which are applied to deduce
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regulations, while the subject matter of theology is
i'tigadati i.e., what does and does not constitute
belief.

However, what should be believed in is the

Qur'an and the sunnah.

In other words, we can say

that theology makes the Qur'an a proof of
figh.

u~ül

al-

It also makes the sunnah serve as a proof for

it and so on.

The

were able to make the

'U~ülïyün

Qur'an into a proof on the basis of a theological
conviction.
u~ül

Theology provided the subject matter of

al-figh; thus the relationship between these two

sciences was established.

The Dependence of

u~ül

al-figh on Theology

Theology starts with the claim that faith
should be based on "reason".

According to the

theologians, the veracity of revealed knowledge is
based indirectly on rational evidence.
al-Ba~rï

Abü

al-~usayn

remarks:

And as to what is known by reason alone, it
comprises of everything to which the reason
provides indication. The knowledge of the
veracity of shar' depends on the knowledge
of such matters as knowledge of God and his
attributes and that He is independent; He
does not commit evil. As regards our saying
that knowledge of the veracity of shar' depends
on the knowledge of it; this is because we
have known the truthfulness of the Prophets.
Their truths are known to us through miracles,
because we know that it is not likely that
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God makes it appear through the hands of an
untruthful person. This is known because we
know that its appearance by such pe8ple is
evil, and He does not commit evil. 7
Al-Ghazzalï also believes in this function
of reasoning.

He says:

"The reason establishes the

truthfulness of the Prophet and then withdraws
itself.

It admits that it will accept what the Prophet

says about God and the hereafter into which reason has
no vision".7l
That shar' depends on reason for its veracity
but reason is in itself incapable of apprehending the
matters which are told by shar', is an arnbiguous circle
of argument.
This becornes quite obvious when we study
jurisprudence, and find it struggling between the
authority of reason and revelation.

This was because

of its theological character.
Observing this aspect predominant in Muslim
Jurisprudence, Santillena concluded that every "legal
question is in itself a case of conscience and
Jurisprudence points to theology as its ultimate
base.,,72
According to Goldziher and Macdonald, in
earlier days "figh" comprised of theology and canon
law as opposed ta 'ilm that comprised of only tradition.
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Then "figh" broke off from theology and theology came
to be called the "greater figh".
Although the problems such as the nature of
human acts,

(Q~

and

gub~

of af'al). the capability

of man (his inclination towards evil) infallibility of
Basic sources, God's Attributes and His Unit y , etc.
are not part of Jurisprudence and fall in the domain
of theology, they form a basis for Y§.ül al-figh.
whole structure of

~~ül

The

al-figh stands on theological

grounds.
The Medieval Jurists were so committed to
this fact that almost aIl of them explained this interrelation in the foreword of their books.

We will

give a summary of al-Ghazalï's discussion on this
point.

He divides the sciences into two types -

secular or purely rational like medicine and mathematics;
and religious Iike kaIam, figh and Qadïth.

Each of

these sciences falls into either or two main

categories~ :

'ilm al-kullï (general) and ilm al-ju~·i(particular).
Among the religious sciences, kalam is the representative
of al-kullï, and the other sciences of al-juz'ï.

A

jurist looks into the basis of legal injunctions in
particular, while a theologian looks at things in
general.

Theology establishes the premises of aIl

religious sciences.

A jurist is mainly occupied with
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the words of the Prophet; he accepts the explanation
of the Qur'an by the words of the Prophet.

Theologians
establish the veracity of the words of the Prophet. 73
The Jurisprudence as such, has its roots
very deep in theology.

It starts with certain pre-

suppositions which are pre-established by theology.
Opinions which are not textually

(man~~)

supported

become reliable if they have been referred to, deduced
or derived from the texte

This presupposition goes

back to the concept of knowledge which is one of the
subjects discussed in theology.

Again, jurisprudence

deals with man in relation to law as mukallaf
(responsible).

This definition of man stems from a

supposition that man is capable of acts (mukhtar) and
is responsible for their consequences.

The question

raised here, the issue of free-will and predestination, is a subject of theology.

Furthermore,

the five categories of aQkam, waiib (obligatory)
mandüb (recommended), mubaQ (neither obligatory nor
forbidden), makrüh(disapproved) and

illS~~ür

(prohibited), presuppose that things are not good or
bad in themselves, rather they are derived from the
imperatives of the law-giver.

This again is a matter

discussed in the science of theology.

~

AI-Murta9a's
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theological debates and disputes with his opponents
encouraged him to systematize the legal thinking of
the Shi 'ah community.

By virtue of a wide and

thorough knowledge of contemporary schools of
theology and law, he was in a much better position
to undertake this task as a detailed analytical study
of his works will show.

CHAPTER II
#

THE SYSTEMATIZING
A.

WORK OF AL-MURTAQA

His Life and Works

This chapter discusses the development of
Shï'ï

~~ul

Murta9â.

al-figh as reflected in the work of alWe shall try to find out how al-Murtagâ

systematized the new science of

Q~ül

al-figh.

First,

however, we shall give a short biography and indicate
the extent of the works in various sciences written

.

by al-Murtadâ.

We shall discuss in detail those

concepts such as khabar, iimâ' and ijtihâd, which have
special significance for his systematization of

u~ül

al-figh.
1.

His Life
It is clear from our previous discussion

that the four th century Hijrah was the most glorious
period for the development of Shï'ï literature because
of the favourable political conditions of this period. l
It is to this century that al-Murtagâ belongs.
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Al-Murta9â al-Sharïf Abü al-Qasim 'Alï ibn
Tahir Abï AQmad

al-~usayn

ibn Müsa ibn MliQammad ibn

Müsa al-Kâ~im, commonly known as 'Alam al-Huda,2
"the champion of guidance", was born in 355/966 in
Baghdad.

Nothing is known about his early education

that at the age of fifteen he studied Arabie
literature with Ibn Nubatah. 3 Thereafter, his mother
e~cept

sent him to Shaykh

al-M~ïd

where he remained until

the Shaykh's death, al-Murta9â himself then occupied
the place of Shaykh.

He had a grand library of his

own that consisted of 80,000 books, and for this
reason it was called "thamanïnï".4
aIl the contemporary

~anafï,

He had studied

Shafï'i and Mu'tazili

works on figh and was involved in public discussions
with those opposing groups.
great fame in Baghdad.

Soon al-Murta9â achieved
Abü al-'Ala al-Ma'arrï 5 (d. 449/

1057) came to Baghdad and sometimes used to attend
al-Murta9â's mailis and exchange views with him.

Abü

Ishaq al-~abi6 (d. 388/994) and 'Uthman ibn al-Jinnï
(d. 392/1001)7 also used to attend the meetings of
al-Murtadâ
• and debated with him.
known scholar of the periode

He became a weIl

He held independent

views, in support of which he had debated with his
teacher Shaykh al-Müfïd. 8 Rawandi's book
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al-Ikhtilaf bayn al-Shaykh al-Mufïd wa al-Sayyid alMurta9â is an apparent example of this. 9
The Buwayhids who were at the he lm of affairs
in Baghdad, paid due respect to his scholarship.
Sharïf al-Ra9ï,10 and al-Murta9â were, up to the fifth
Islamic century, the real masters of the city of
Baghdad, acting as intermediaries between the
Buwayhid Amïrs and the populace.

At the same time,

they were renowned Shï'ï scholars and traditionists. ll
This great scholar died in the year 436/1044 leaving
behind him many works. 12
As we have emphasized earlier, he was the
first Shï'ï scholar who, in the light of a comparative
and comprehensive study of contemporary legal thought,
succeeded to a systematized methodology for legal
reasoning.

In this field, he wrote a number of books

which show the patterns along which he developed his
legal approach.

His main work on the subject is
al-Dharï'ah ilâ u~al al-Sharï'ah. 13
Since it is the fundamental source of Shï'ï ..

~~ül

al-figh, we shall give a preview of the book's

contents to help in appreciating the organum of his
systematization.
In the preface of the book, al-Murta9â says
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that the main problem of

y~ül

al-figh is the question

of what constitutes ;ilm (knowledge) and 'what
constitutes

~ann

(speculation).

Obviously. the

former is more reliable than the latter. being
impeccably ba.sed on
valide

khi~ab

(command), and thus more

KhiÇab, therefore, is the basic matter to be

discussed in

u~ül

al-figh.

He first discusses the

rules of khitab and then its categories.

According

to him, any khiÇab in general can be of two kinds:
1.

Muhmal (absurd) and

2.

Musta'mal (applied)

_e_

Muhmal is that kind of khitab which is not
used in the Arabie language for understanding anything
or drawing any conclusions.
since this type of

khi~ab

Muhmal cannat exist

would be based on words that

are patently absurd in the Arabie language.

For

example we can take the word 'ain (eye) and read it
backwards nai',

Such a word does not exist, therefore,

it is not possible to draw a benefit from it.
Musta'mal. on the other hand, is that kind
of khiÇab which is used for understanding something
and deriving sorne benefit from it,

Musta'mal has

been divided into two types:
1.

That whose meaning is clear. but of no
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great importance; and
2.

That whose meaning is clear as weIl as

being of great importance.
Hagiqah (using a word in its primary meaning) and
maiaz (using a word in its secondary meaning), fall
under the scope of this second category.14

B.

Methodology
Al-Murta9a makes frequent references to the

opinions of aIl the important schools of thought by
always mentioning the following:

Abü

~anifah

(d. 150/
767), al-Shafi'i (d. 204/819), Abü 'Ali al-Jubba'i lS
(d. 303/951), Abü Hashim l .6 (d. 321/933), Abü al-

~usayn al-Ba~ri17 (d. 436/1044), al-Na~~am18 (d. 230/
845) and Abü Bakr al-Farisi 19 (d. 377/987).

Only

when he has considered prior authorities do es he
express his own point of view.

In sorne cases, he

agrees with the opinion of the other scholars.

In

general, however, he mentions the views of other
scholars, but then expresses the Shï'i position.

For

example, analogy is not acceptable to the Shi 'ah.

In

discussing this problem he, at first, gives the Sunni
point of view concerning it and then brings arguments
in favour of and against it, eventually to reject it. 20
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Terminology
The book al-Dhari'ah deals not only with
legal nomenclature, but also with literary and
philological terminology.

Al-Murtagâ defines important

terms and explains technical words.

It may be useful

to discuss briefly the meaning of sorne cardinal terms
and expressions.

Three sets of terms need particular

examination.
In the first set, there are general terms
which need elucidation, such as khitab (command),
~

and bayan (exposition).
By

khi~ab,

al-Murtagâ means

khi~ab

of Allah

or of the Prophet which helps in understanding
shari'ah.

However, in the beginning he explains the

various connotations of

khi~ab

in a general sense

before defining the term , in the technical sense in
which he proposes to use it. 2l
By 'ilm he means legal knowledge derived
from the authoritative sources of law, from the Qur'an
or from akhbar of the Prophet or of the imams. 22
By bayan he means the Qur'anic declaration
embodying a rule or a principle bf law.

The term is

frequently used in the book either in the sense of
mere declaration, embodying a rule of law, or in the
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sense of clarifying the meaning of a certain rule of
law. 23
The second set of terms is that which alMurtagâ uses in explaining the Qur'anic legislation.
' _. . and --â~~
kh- 2 4 as app 1·1ed to
Th ey are t h e terms -SIDill
rules, and the terms Qagïgah and majaz, mUtlag and
mugayyad.

If a word is applied by a single

application to many things not limited in numbers,
and includes every thing to which it is applicable,
it is called 'amm.

If a word is applied by a single

application to a limited number of things, including
everything to which it can be applied, say one or two
or a hundred and so on, it is called

kha~~.

If a word

is used in its original or primary application, it is
called çagïgah and if it is used in a sense other than
the original by reason of sorne connection between the
two meanings, it is called majaz,

If by a generic

noun is meant the thing named without any limitation,
it is called

mu~lag,

otherwise it is called mugayyad.

Al-Murtagâ also uses the term naskh or abrogation of
Divine legislation, which was weIl known to
contemporary jurists as the repeal of legislation.

A

precise discussion of this term will come later in its
proper place.
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In the third set of terms, al-Murta<jâ uses
the term af'al (actions), and akhbar.

Af'al is

applied to such actions of a mukallaf that can be
qualified as "permissible", or "prohibited".

A1-

Murta<jâ uses it a1so for the mode1 behaviour of the
. 25
Proph et and 0 f t h e ~mams.

Th e term a khb-ar means

the sayings or actions of the Prophet or of the imams
as narrated by the imamï isnad. 26

B.
1.

His Systematization of

a1-figh

u~u1

The question of the interpretation of the text

(phi101ogical discussions).
In view of what appears from the contents,
it becomes clear that a large portion of the book
contains philological discussions.
these discussions in relation to

The importance of

u~ul

a1-figh has been

exp1ained by al-Murta9â in the preface of the book.
He says that study of

~~ul

al-figh actually entails

consideration of the adil1at al-figh (proofs for figh)
which lead towards the knowledge of the aQkam (ru1es
of law).27
and iima.

Those proofs are the Qur'an, the akhbar,
To use those sources asdalï1 for figh, one

has to understand their contents, and for understanding
their contents, it is necessary to be aware of the

t·
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rules and regu latio ns of the langu age.

Thes e rules

there fore form an impo rtant subj ect of discu ssion .
As an exam ple, al-M urta9 â cites the Qur' anic
commandment "aqlm ü al-~alatlt, (esta blish pray er) in
whic h the word agïm ü is a commando It is, there fore,
nece ssary to know what a command sign ifies and what
its effe cts are, that is to say, whet her it sign ifies
oblig ation or perm issio n.

Once it is asce rtain ed that

a command sign ifies oblig ation , it can be estab lishe d
that pray er is oblig atory . Henc e these philo logic al
discu ssion s are nece ssary in the form ulati on of u~ül
al-fi gh. Simi larly , one shou ld know the natu re of
khab ar, othe rwis e, it is not poss ible to make it a
dalï l for figh . Such is the case with iima ' as weIl .
al-fi gh is mean t to show , for exam ple, that unde r
certa in cond ition s ijma ' will cons titut e ~ujjah (an
28
eVid ence) for estab lishm ent of a hukm.
Al-M urta9 â goes on to say that these adil lat

U~ül

.--

al-fi gh them selve s cons titut e

u~ül

al-fi gh, and a

discu ssion of them depen ds on the discu ssion of
khi ~ab. Beca use a.Qk~ have come throu gh khi ~ab, he

--. -

star ts his book with the discu ssion of khita b and its
29 He inclu des 9a9ï9 ah and maja z, ~ and nahy
rule s.

e
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under

khi~ab

as sorne of its modes.

matter of discussion after

khi~ab

The second important
is knowledge of

açkam al-af'al (the rules of action), because this
knowledge will help in understanding which action
should be taken and which should be avoided.

These

actions are dealt with under the heading af'al al-nabï
(prophetie actions).
'umüm and

khu~üs,

The other modes of

mujmal and bayan,

khi~ab,

mu~~

like

and

mugayyad and its rules, are fully discussed in this
book.

Moreover, sorne other related aspects of

like naskh are also discussed at length.

khi~ab

We shall

mention here a few points of importance concerning
these problems.
In his discussion of çagIgah and majaz, alMurta9â expresses the view that if a word has two
rneanings, one of which is prirnary while another is
secondary or rnetaphorical, then both these rneanings
can be intended at the same time.

For example, if one

were to say to another man, "la tankiç ma nakaça abüka"
(do not marry those ladies whom your father has
rnarried), here the word nakaça can have two meanings:
the contract; i.e., "do not perform a contract of
rnarriage with a lady whorn your father has contracted
for rnarriage."

The second rneaning is that of "sexual
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intercourse"; i.e., "do not have intercourse with
those with whom your father has had intercourse."

He

argues that if it were not possible to derive two
meanings at the same time, then this rule could only
be substantiated by finding fault either with the
text or with the one who expresses it.

Al-Murta9â

further argues that it was weIl known that in the
Arabie language one can intend two meanings
simultaneously, and also that one can use signs
instead of words to intend two meanings at the same
time.

In that case it could be concluded that it was

not impossible to derive two meanings from a single
word.

Here, al-Murta9â was at variance with the views
of other scholars. 30
Another matter worth mentioning is the problem
of a word having two meanings (mushtarik).

In such a

case, the use of the word in either of the meanings
will be

~aqrqï,

unless there is sorne indication to

the effect that one of them is maiazï.

For example, a

command may indicate a unique obligation or a repeated
obligation. 3l Command, in either of these two
meanings in al-Murta9â's opinion is not to be
considered secondary; rather it retains its primary
meaning unless we get sorne indication to the effect
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that one

0f

. .LS maJaZL.
. .- - 32
t h ese meanLngs

AI-Murtadâ
• also states that infidels are
mukallaf, i.e., obliged to observe the principles of
Islamic law in the u§ül, like ~Qïd (unit y of Allah),
as weIl as in furü' (substantive law) like prayer. 33
This is true because the condition of taklïf applies
to them as weIl, and they too have the capacity to
observe the religious duties, but due to their
infidelity the habit of perfecting religious
observances is absent in them.

In this problem he

opposed most of the fugaha' and mutakallimün in the
following way:
1.

Infidels are like Muslims in as much as

they can be converted at any time.

So capacity for

taklïf exists in them.
2.

The

khi~ab

of Allah is for aIl mankind.

3.

Since they are under obligation to obey,
they need to believe in the mission of the Prophet. 34
In addition, he cites the verse, "What has brought
you in Hell?

They will say:

We were not of those

who prayed". 35
With regard to the problem of command, a
crucial point arises whether any prerequisite
(mugaddamah) is incumbent to establish the obligation
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of a command. 36

Al-Murta9a very wisely classified

the mugaddamah for an

obligat~o~

of command into two

types:
1.

Either the mugaddamah iS'a sabab (cause)

and in this case, it is obligatory like the command or
2.

The mugaddamah is a shart (condition),

in which case it is not obligatory like the command. 37
In discussing this problem, al-Murta9a maintained that
there are two types of command in shari'ah - one
which necessitates obedience to the command itself,
but does not necessitate the mugaddamah, as in the
case of

~sli.

If one has money,

Qâii is obligatory,

but this does not imply that the earning of money is
obligatory.

The other kind is that in which the

mugaddamah is also obligatory like the original
command; e.g., in prayer where ablution is as
obligatory as the prayer.
Further, for al-Murta9â,
of an action) is subordinate
punctually).

ŒÔ

~9â

(postponing

'ada' (performing it

That is to say, if a man cannot perform

his prayer on time, the deferred action cannot be
based on the same command which made it obligatory at
a certain time, because, he says, when the action was
ordered, it was also linked with specifie attributes.
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But since the time has changed, the attributes have
also changed.
.
38
t h e actLon.

This in itself necessitates change of

Another important point that needs to be
singled out is his discussion of bayan.

Since the

command of God can only be known through a declaration
of the command, it becomes necessary to define bayan
and study its relationship with commando

In

discussing bayan, he offers the definitions of several
leading scholars such as Abü Hashim, Abü 'Ali alJubba'i and

al-Ba~ri,

sorne of whom stated that bayan

means a declaration embodying certain legal provisions.
To others it is a new 'ilm (knowledge) which not only
declares legal provisions but also makes them clear. 39
Al-Shafi'i says that bayan is a collective term which
includes general principles of law as weIl as detailed
rules. 40
. AI-Murta9â discusses the way the bayan is
formulated.

He says that in shar'i matters, it has

been made by Allah through speech. and writing; i.e.,
Allah dictated and the Angels wrote down what was said.
Then the Angels conveyed this to MuQammad, who
obtained it by way of speech.

As regards the Prophet's

method of bayan, al-Murta9â says that it is of various
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kinds:

by speech, by writing, by indication, by
action and by ijtihad. 4l
Another problem that is raised in this
connection is whether bayan can be delayed from the
time of

khi~ab

incumbent. 42

up to the time when bayan becomes
For al-Shafi'i, Abü ~anifah and their

followers, delay is permissible, but for Abü 'Ali,
Abü Hashim and the
Al-Murta~a

~ahirites

it is not permissible.

distinguishes between bayan in the cases

' 1 43 an d" umum.
o f mUlma

In case of mujmal, delay is

permissible, but in case of 'umüm, if the matter can
be understood without bayan, the delay is permissible,
but if the matter cannot be understood without bayan,
then delay is not permissible.

The reason for
permitting delay is the public benefit. 44 He cites

the example of delaying bayan from the Qur'anic
incident of "the cow" in which bayan did not come for
'
45
a span 0 f t~me.
The other proof for the delay of bayan which
he cites is 'rational argument!

Suppose that a king

beckons his governor, saying, "1 am offering you the
sole authority of a certain city.

Go there, and l

will inform you of the details when you are there."
Th e case

'th a s h ar~.1~- b ayan
- ,~s exact l
y '
s ~m~'1 ar. 46

w~
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As another proof he argues that every scholar accepts
that Allah can delay a declaration changing a
particular state of affairs for as long as the necessity
of changing it does not arise.
wise.

This is considered

Such is the case with the delaying of bayan

also.

2.

The problem of naskh (abrogation).

After the discussion of bayan,

al-Murta~â

goes on to discuss the principles of naskh
(abrogation).

Naskh means superseding or supplanting

a shar'ï rule by means of a later shar'ï provision
with the aim of easing the law for the people, making
possible progress in legislation in order to adapt the
rules governing transactions to the changing
Naskh is of several types:

time~.

the supercession of one

Qur'anic verse by another or by a khabar, supercession
of a khabar by another khabar or by a Qur'ânic verse
etc.

The principle of abrogation was a controversial

issue, the supercession of one Qur'anic verse by another
being accepted by the great majority of jurists.

But

the supercession of one khabar by another is acceptable
to

only when the nasikh is khabar al-magtü',
because khabar al-wahid is not acceptable to him. 47
al-Murta~â

The supercession of a Qur'anic verse by a khabar,
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however, was a controversial issue.

..

Al-Shafi'ï and

.

Ahmad ibn Hanbal both rejected the notion that the
khabar could supersede the Qur'an.
a 1 50,

For these people
48
khabar.
~~
th e Qu r ,-an canno t supersed e a __
Al-Murta~â

holds the sarne opinion as Abü

~anïfah,

Malik and sorne followers of the ?ahirï

school.

He said that it was possible for khabar al-

magtü' to supersede the Qur'an and vice versa, on the
grounds that it is like the Qur'an, a dalïl (proof)
for

a~kam.

Thus, this supercession is sanctioned

by reason in addition to the fact that it did actually
occur. 49
Now the critical point is the discussion of
whether ijma' and giyas can abrogate the Qur'an or
the akhbar, and aiso whether ijma' and giyas can be
abrogated by the Qur'an or by the akhbar.

The power

of giyas to abrogate. is flatly rejected.

Since al-

Murta~â

does not accept giyas as a principle of

jurisprudence, the question of its ability to abrogat·e
Qur'an and akhbar does not arise,

Even those jurists

who accept giyas as a principle of jurisprudence, like
the

~anafï

jurists, stated that it couid neither

abrogate the Qur'an and khabar al-magtü' nor could it
be abrogated by the Qur'an and by the khabar. 5O As
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regards !Jma', aIl jurists agree with al-Murta9a that
ijma' cannot be abrogated, i.e., it cannot be mansükh
since the Qur'an and the akhbar came into existence
before ijma'.

AI-Murta9a moreover also believes that
ijma' cannot abrogate the Qur'an or the akhbar. 51
3.

Akhbar

Khabar is the most important source of
y~ül

al-figh because the true interpretation of the

Qur'an and the shari'ah can only be known through
the tradition of the Prophet and of the infallible
imams.

The Prophet left many things in a general

form, which were subsequently explained in specifie
detail by the imams, and many things that had been
implicit were made explicit by them.

Consequently,

the Shi 'ah give great importance to akhbar, at the
same time accepting only those whose chains of
authority go back to the family of the Prophet.
Akhbar, according to the Shi 'ah, is a wide
term comprising those sayings, deeds. or tacit approvais
which are

related from the Prophet.

include the sayings, deeds
their imams.

The akhbar aiso

or tacit approvals of

Narrations of the imams from the Prophet

and the imams' own sayings are equally valid proofs,
because of their infailibility.

Moreover, the imams
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were said to have derived their knowledge from the
Prophet.

It is for this reason that the traditions

narrated in the Shi'ah books donot necessarily go
back to the Prophet but may stop with one of the imams.
The Shi 'ah differ from the Sunnis on the following
points:
1.

The Sunnïs accept only those traditions

attributed to the Prophet.

These include sayings,

deeds. or tacit approvals reported of the Prophet.
2.

The Sunnïs hold that the narrator of a

khabar must be reliable and preferably a non-Imamï.
In line with these differences, the
traditions in the six authentic collections of the
Sunnïs go back to the Prophet, and the narrators are
non-imamï.

The Sunni Qadïth collections, therefore,

are completely different from the akhbar books of the
Shï'ah. 52
AI-Murta9a defines khabar, in general, as a
message which is either true or false.

In other words,

it is a message which is e1i.}l!:ller worth accepting or
worth rejecting.

For example, the message "telling

a lie is good ~ is false.
message
true.

Il

On the other hand the

Allah is the creator of the uni verSE; , ," is

Sorne scholars define khabar as a message which
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has both the possibi1ity of truth and of falsehood.
This definition, however, is not acceptable "to alMurtadâ
because sorne khabar are completely true such
•
as those of God, or of the Prophet, which are the
sources of shari'ah. 53 These latter do not have the
possibi1ity of fa1sehood.
Khabar is divided into three categories:
(1)

Where it is known that the real

occurrence is in accordance with it.

This category

is called "true,; khabar;.
(2)

~bere

it is known that the real occurrence

is not in accordance with the khabàr.

This is called

false khabar.
(3)

Where it is not known whether the real

occurrence is in accordance with the khabar or note
Now the question arises as to how one can
know whether the real occurrence is in accordance with
the khabar or note
(1)

There are two ways of knowing this:

Qarürï (essentially).

That is to say,

that we can know the truth of a khabar by the standard
of the khabar itse1f, as in the case of a khabar coming
from various narrators without any contradictions; and
(2)

Muktasab (by way of acquisition).

That

is to say, that we can know a khabâr is true by acquiring
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knowledge of its truth through khabar al-mutawatir, or
by khabar from God or the Prophet or the imams that a
particular khabar is true or false.

The khabar about

the miracles of the Prophet and the imamah of 'Ali,
54
.
f or Lnstance, are true.
As regards the third category there is no
way of knowing its truth or falsehood, one cannot
ascertain its validity.

To Al-Murta9â, khabar al-

waVid falls under this category,because

according to

him, the main purpose of khabar is to convey knowledge.
In al-Murta9a's systematization, khabar is the basis
for knowledge; and in the discussion with his
opponents he maintains that in the course of human
experience it often happens that oneobtains information
which only later proves to be correct by our verifying
. f ormatLon.
.
55
t h e Ln
In the discussion on the categories of
khabar, al-Murta9â has established that only one kind
of khabar constitutes knowledge, namely that which is
in accordance with real occurrence.

This kind of

khabar is divided into two types:
(1)

Every intelligent man who hears the

khabar, gets knowledge through it, and no one doubts
it.

For example, the khabar that Baghdad is a big

city; and
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(2) the second category of khabâr giving
knowledge is that where the people who obtain it atternpt
to verify it by investigating the veracity of the
informant.

If the informant proves trustworthy, the

khabar is accepted as true.

An example of such a

khabar is that regarding the imamah of 'Ali.

Of these

two categories of khabar, the first according to the
Mu'tazilah gives 'ilm al-darûri (essential knowledge),
•
but according to Abü al-Qasim al-Balkhi,56 it does
not give essential knowledge but rather acquired
knowledge . . AI-Murta9â, however, states that it may
yield either of the two.

In such a case, he argues,

postponement of a decision is better and when one
gets more information, then he can categorise the
knowledge as acquired. 57
It would, therefore appear, that only the
following akhbar are acceptable to al-Murta9a:
1)

Khabar of Allah in the Qur'an;

2)

Khabar of the Prophet based on an imamï

3)

Khabar of the infallible imams; and

4)

Khabar which is universally acceptable.

isnad;

~1-.·d 58
Kh b
1 W.;.;.CU;:;:::;.l_l._"
-.;.;;;,;:;:a=a=.r--=a.=.--

Al-Murta9a's views on khabar al-wâQid are
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completely different from those of contemporary and
later Shï'ï scholars.

_Kh=a_b_a~r__
a_l_-_w=aQ.id

i s not

acceptable to him until its authenticity is proven by
sorne other indication.

Since most other Shï'ï

scholars accept khabar al-waQid,

al-Mu~ta9â

paid

special attention to it and, in fact, wrote several
treatises on the problem, such as the A'mal bi Khabar
al-WaQid.

Al-Murta9â's main argument is that though

one could argue in favour of the acceptability of
khabar al-wâQid, this argument could never be proved
to be conclusive, and thus the only khabar that can
be regarded as acceptable is khabar al-Mutawatir. 59
For this reason he does not in this book discuss the
problem of ta'aru~ (contradiction) and tariïQ ("preference).60
Qur'anic verses of univers al import ('umüm) cannot be
made specific by khabar al_wâQid. 6l As a result of
his distrust of khabar al-waQid, he advised people not
to accept the traditions collected in al-Kaft, the
basic book of tradition among the Shï'ah.
alleged to have said that to
obligatory.62

~void

He is even

al-Kafi is

If the narrator of a khabar al-wâQ1&

is a reliable person, then such a khabar will
constitute speculation but not knowledge.

This means

that in case the narrator is unreliable, the
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khabar carries no value at aIl.

In the view of al-

Murtaçâ religious observances cannot be approved by
~kh~a~b~a~r~a~l_-~w=aQiQ.

It cannot therefore be considered as

a basis for religious law.

To be acceptable a

tradition must be transmitted by at least two
reliable witnesses.
°
63
same V1ew.

Abü 'Alï al-Jubbâ'ï holds the

Al - Murta.a
d-' 5 argument 1n
°
°
t hO1S respect 1S

that a religious observance can be acted upon when the
following two conditions have been met:
(1)

The observance must be approved by

the religious law, not by rational argument.
(2)
Benefit

It must take into account the Public

(ma~l~).

These two conditions constitute knowledge.
Since khabar

al-wa~iQ

does not constitute knowledge,

it does not oblige one to act upon it.

Hence it is

not acceptable for giving validity to religious
observances. 64
We should remember that there are differences
of opinion among the scholars with regard to the
traditions of the Prophet.

If a tradition is narrated

by one of the infallible imams, then, even if it is
khabar

al-w~id,

it will be acceptable to aIl Shï'ï

scholars, including al-Murta9â, because he holds
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the

sayin~of

the community.

the infallible imams to be proofs for
They are protectors of the shari'ah

and the ri ght fuI authorities for giving explanations
and solutions in shar'i matters raised by the Prophet.
Ergo, their narrations from the Prophet are preferable
to those bf others, and their explanations are
considered as if they were given by the Prophet.

For

this reason a khabar al-waQid from an infallible imam
constitutes knowledge.

If the tradition is narrated

by anyone other than an infa11ible imam, the Shi'ah
differ among themselves about its authority.

The two

Shï'i scholars studied here hold opposite views on
this problem.

Al-Murta9â rejects such a khabar al~Q!& completely while al-!üsi accepts it. 65 AlMurta9a rejects such traditions regardless of whether
the narrator was an imami Shi'ah or a non-imami.

How-

ever, he is alone among the Shi'ah scholars in holding
this view.

AI-Shadid al-Thani relates two arguments

used by al-Murta9a to support his position.

He

argued: 1) that the iima' of the scholars up to his
time was that khabar al-waQid should be rejected and
2) that khabar al-waQid is similar to giyas, and hence
constitutes speculation and not knowledge. 66 These
arguments have been refuted by the other scholars on
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the ground that these arguments themselves are based
on khabar al-wahid.

On the basis of his own

~~~~~---.--

principles, therefore, his stand is to be rejected. 67
a)

ljma'
Out of the two basic material sources for

law and theology, namely, the Qur'an and khabar, there
emerged another source - the ijma'.

lts validity has

been accepted by the majority of jurists.

This section

deals with the ijma' of the Shï'ah.
Right from the earliest period when it was
first employed, there have been different views as to
the nature of ijma'.

The Shï'ah differ from the

Sunnïs, and the latter differ among themselves.

Malik

gave preference to the ijma' of the people of Madïnah;
Ibn

~anbal

to the ijma' of aIl the Companions; while

al-Shafï'i and Abü

~anïfah

accepted as binding the

ijmâ' of aIl Muslim scholars of aIl times and aIl
areas. 68 For the Shï'ah ijma' is confined to the
scholars of their own community and even there, it
refers narrowly to agreement on a saying of one of the
imams regarding the issue in question.

Ijma' is

acceptable to them on the ground that it clarifies
the opinion of their infallible imam on a problem.
ljma' therefore is a valid proof.for the Shï'ah, but
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it does not constitute an independent proof, that is,
it is not the ijma' itself which is important but
only the fact that it confirms a saying of the imam.
Let us now examine al-Murta9â's position on
this problem.

His views appear somewhat broader than

those of the ShI'ah generally, for he states that ijma'
may consist of the consent of the whole community (ummah) ,
that of the believers (mu'minün) or that of the Muslim
scholars.

In every case, the report of an infallible

imam must be included in it.

If the ijma' is that of

the ummah as a who le, then the imam is a member of the
ummah; if it is that of the believers only, then he is
the most distinguished among them; and if it is that
of the Muslim scholars, then he is the most excellent
of scholars.

Since the imam is infallible, his sayings

are considered as valid proofs.

In the absence of the

imam, therefore, his report must be included in the
elements that form the ijma'.

In fact, the only

reason for the iima' being a proof at aIl is the imam.
There is no effective iima' as the result of the
unanimous opinion of the scholars alone.
view, however, was accepted by the Sunnïs.

The contrary
They

believe an individual scholar capable of giving a wrong
judgment, but aIl scholars taken together cannot be
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.

conce~ve

d to h ave agreed
l
·
upon a wrong
conc
us~on. 69
The basic arguments of the Sunnïs to support

ijma' is the Prophetic tradition:

"My ummah will

never agree upon an error, ,,70 plus a few Qur'anic
verses such as "you are the best of ummahs and it is
your dut y to order Man to do what is right and to
forbid them from practicing what is wrong.,,7l
Murta~a

Al-

deals with the Qur'anic verses by interpreting

in a fashion different from that common among the
Sunnïs.

The argument from tradition he seeks to

refute in two ways:
1) by arguing that the tradition is a
khabar al-waQid which does not constitute a proof in
his opinion.
2) by adopting a reading of the tradition
different from that accepted by sunnïs.

He reads it

as follows:
"Oh my ummah:

Do not agree upon what is

wrong.,,72
Moreover, the Sunnï arguments based on the tradition
maintaining that an individual could give a wrong
judgment, but the collective body could not, was in
al-Murta~a's

opinion wrong.

He cites the symbolic

example of thirty black people who, though individually
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black, can never constitute whiteness altogether. 73
In the same way collectivity is no guarantee of the
validity of ijma' which has no value for him without
the imam.

Al-Murta9a does not limit ijma' to a given

period because in every age there will be an infallible
imam.

ljma' may be taken as a proof when either of

two conditions is met:

1) that the ijma' includes the

statement of a living imam or 2) if the imam is in
ghaybah, a statement from him on the matter in question
shall be part of the general agreement. 74 He points
out that it is theoretically possible for scholars
of different sects to get together and achieve ijma',
although they hold different views. 75 Whether such a
consensus was practically possible or not, however,
remained a vital question.

AI-Murta9a believes it

possible and cites the example of discussions on the
problem of wine.

AlI Muslim scholars of the world

agree upon the issue and hold that wine is forbidden. 76
The breadth of scholarship characteristic
of al-Murta9a becomes evident when his views regarding
the context of ijma' are analyzed.
To al-Murta9a iima' as a jurisprudential
principle has sorne limitation.

This limitation

explains his concept of ijma' and its validity as such.
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Concepts such as tawQïd, 'adl etc, that came into
existence before iima' became a principle . do not
fall under its subject matter.

Further matters

that can be resolved by deductive reasoning also do
not come under ijma'.

However, shar'ï matters that

were obligatory before the establishment of the
imamah , may require an iima' since there may be a
saying of an imam with regard to these matters. 77
Finally there is the matter of the
authorities whose concerted opinions constitute
ijma'.

AI-Murta9a's view

been indicated above.

on this matter has already

For him it is the decision of

the imam which is determinative, and no ijma' is truly
an i jma' which does not include the imam.'·s decision
··
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among t h e concerted op1n1on.
4.

Ijtihad
Ijtihad has played quite an important role

in the history of Muslim religious thought in general
and among the Shï'ah in particular.

It has served as

the medium for the deduction of legal rules from the
basic sources and as the means of achieving the
necessary flexibility for dealing with the changing
situations and needs of society.

Ijtihad was, there-

fore, an essential ingredient in the growth of Shï'ï
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law.

It is a master science and the key to a deep and

academic understanding of the Islâmic sciences as a
whole.

The exercise of ijtihâd is not exclusively

relevant to the interpretation of Islâmic traditions
or Qur'anic verses; rather it deals mostly with
common language and hum an expression as such. 79
is not, however, an independent source of

u~ül

It
al-

figh. for the Shi'ah, but a means of using other
sources like kitab, sunnah and ijmâ'.

Ijtihâd is thus

only a method which operates on a substance derived
elsewhere.
In discussing the definition of ijtihad alMurtaçla states that the term ijtihâd has a wider
implication than qiyas.

Ijtihâd is the disciplined

exertion of one's self to understand the meaning of
the Shari'ah and to form an opinion in a case or as to
a rule of law.

Its use implies that there is no clear

text regarding the particular problem.

The only way

of knowing the rule of law, therefore, is to use
iitihâd.

The difference between giyâs and ijtihâd is

that giyas is based upon a special principle, from
which a far' was deduced while iitihâd has no such
special basis.

Al-Murta9a, in his discussion,

provides two definitions:

e
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1) Colloquially speaking, a mujtahid (a
qualified lawyer who uses ijtihad) is one who bases
himself on speculation in establishing shar'ï rules.
2) Strictly, according to Shï'ï rules of
law, a mujtahid is one who tries to determine shari'ah
by establishing the proofs.
The other difference between

qiya~

and

ijtihâd that al-Murta9a cites lies in the fact that
Allâh has likened ijtihâd to an act of worship.80

As

we saw above, 'ibâdât or religious observances cannot
"

be made obligatory on the basis of qiyas, whereas they
can be imposed by ijtihâd.

The authority here cornes

directly from Allah in the case of the giblah (the
direction of Mecca) when He ordained ijtihâd regarding
the giblah.

This reference is to the verse, "Indeed

We see the turning of Thy face to heaven, so We shall
surely make thee, mas ter of thè giblah, which thou
likest, turn then thy face towards the Sacred Mosque.
And wherever you are, turn your faces towards it."81
In al-Murta9a's opinion, this verse indicates that
Allah ordained the Prophet and his companions to turn
towards the Masjid al-l}aram.

Then Allâh says, "And

from whatsoever place thou ,comest forth, turn thy face
towards the Sacred Mosque.,,82

This verse indicates
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that in case the worshippers be far away, they should
try to turn towards the Mosque but not necessarily
exactly to it.

In this respect, they were allowed to

use their own ijtihâd and were commended as correct
in doing so.

Another example that

al-Murta~â

cites.

is that of two men reaching an unknown place where
there is no way of knowing the giblah.

Each of them

performs his prayer facing a different direction;
and in this case, both would be considered right.
There are thus a number of occurrences in which
has made ijtihâd an act of worship.

AII~h

Ijtihâd therefore,

emerges as a st ronger jurisprudential principle than

. - Ln
. a l - Murta.a
d~' s systematLzatLon.
..
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gLyas
Perhaps the major contribution of

al-Murta~a~

if we take an overall view of his attempts at
systematization, is the approach he develops towards
the subject.

In his analysis,

u~ül

al-figh is not

concerned only with the so-called sources of figh,
the Qur'ân, sunnah, etc.

Rather, he views

u~ül

al-

figh as defining those principles which can be
applied to the sources in order to derive a body of
law from them.

As a result the main thrust of his

systematization is towards analysing semantic,
philological, theological

and related problems.
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What this reflects about the Shï'ah would
thus seem to be extremely important, that is the preoccupation of

al-Murta~â

is not with sources, rather

it is with principles, not with substance but with
the method.

If one may use an analogy, the sources

constitute the raw material and the really fundamental
object of

u~ül

al-figh is to give shape and meaning to

these sources so that they can be translated into the
active life of the community.
In terms of advancing Shï'ï scholarship,
al-Murta~â

of

y~ül

stands as the master architect in the field

al-figh.

He was the first to study.it in any

detail and at length.

One of the important points of

difference with al-Shafi'ï's u§ül that he develops
has to do with the question of giyas.
rejects giyas and replaces it with

Al-Murta~â

~

as we have

seen reflected in his support of the principle of
1.1.tOh-d
1. a . 84
o

The Qur'an, the sunnah of the Prophet

and the imams emerge as the major sources,
supplemented by iima'

and~.

His other great

contribution lay in his definition of film, as
opposed to

~~.

He made 'ilm the gauge for acceptance

of any khabar and thus linked it to the imamah which
had always been for the Shï'ah the primary source of
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knowledge.
His influence on later Shï'ï scholars was
tremendous,85 as we shall see particularly in the
case of al-Tüsï to whose systematization we now turne

CHAPTER III
THE SYSTEMATIZING WORK OF AL-TÜSÏ
A.

His Life and Works

In this chapter, we shall discuss al-Tüsï
and his systematization of
1.

1!~ül

al-figh.

His Life
The man next in importance after al-Murtagâ

for the organization of the science of

1!~ül

al-figh

among the Shï'ah was Shaykh al-Ta'ifah MUQammad ibn

.

.

al-Hasan ibn 'Alï Abü Ja'far al-Tüsï.

.

in Tüs in 385/995.

He was born

Little is known about his early

he studied with
life and early education. In Tüs
•
MUQammad ibn Sulayman. l Most probably, al-Tüsï did
not work with ibn

Sula)~an

for more than five or six

years.

Afterwards, al-Iüsï studied with Shaykh AQmad
ibn MUQammad ibn Müsa ibn ~alt al-Abwazï. 2 The exact

period of his study under al-AQwazï is a matter of
dispu.te. 3 In fact, the exact dates of his periods of
study with most of his various teachers are not known
to us. 4 After finishing his early education, al-Tüsï
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went to Baghdad in 408/1017.
young man of twenty-three.

At that time he was a
In Baghdad he came in

contact with Shaykh a1-Mufïd and studied with him
unti1 the latter died.

Then he launched into study

with a1-Murta9â for a 1engthy twenty-three years during
which he had the opportunity of access to a1-Murta9â's
persona1 1ibrary.

He had acquired a wide know1edge of

popu1ar disciplines with a number of teachers, thirteen
of whom were non-Shi·ïs. 5 As we have mentioned
ear1ier, Baghdad had bec orne an important centre for
1earning during the Buwayhid regime; scho1ars of
different schoo1s of thought gave lectures in their
special fields.

The concept of sectarian education

seems to have been unknown in this periode

Students

attended lectures of many different scho1ars.

A1-Tüsi

studied with Shafi'i, Mu'tazi1i, Zaydï and ?anafi
scho1ars a1ike, but a1ways with an inquisitive and
assimi1ative mind, as is manifest in his 1ega1
methodo1ogy.6
A1-Tüsï was fifty years old when a1-Murta9â
died.

Though this is not specifica11y mentioned, it

is very 1ike1y that a1-Tüsï was occupied during this
period with compilations and research work; for
instance his books a1-Nihayah and Tahdhïb a1-AQkam
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were certain1y written during the 1ifetime of Shaykh
a1-Mufid; i.e., before 413/1022. 7 In 436/1044 he was
seated in his teacher's place.

In view of his

distinctive and comprehensive know1edge of ka1am,
tafsir, akhbar and figh, he was very soon surrounded
by students and seekers, both Sunnis and Shï'ahs.
A1-rusi was domici1ed in the Karkh quarter 8 of
Baghdad, whic'h was the inte11ectua1 as weIl as the
re1igio-po1itica1 centre of the Shi 'ah since Abu
Shapur Ardashir, a minister of the

Buw~yhid

Na~r

Arnir Baha

a1-Daw1a had estab1ished a grand 1ibrary there in 381/
991 on the pattern of Bayt

a1-~ikmah.

The 1ibrary

consisted of approximate1y ten thousand basic books,
most1y in the handwriting of the authors themse1ves. 9
From 440/1048 onwards came a period of turmoi1.

In

441/1049 Karkh was terrib1y affected by Sunni and
Shi'ah riots, but rea1 disaster struck when the Sa1juqs
overwhe1med Baghdad and in 448/1056 Tughri1 Beg entered
the city.

The Sa1juqs were known for their adherence

to the Sunni schoo1, and as they were fighting against
the Buwayhids, the Sunni inhabitants of Bab

a1-Ba~rah

fe1t encouraged to destroy Karkh and wreck its storehouse of know1edge.

A1-rusi was deep1y disappointed

and 1eft Baghdad for good.
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In 450/1058 he came to Najaf to pass the
rest of his life near the tomb of 'AlI.

With him the

centre of studies also moved from Baghdad to Najaf,
where he occupied himself for a time in reproducing
sorne of his books which were destroyed during the
sack of Karkh. lO Those were the busiest days of his
life.

Al-TüsI, who was both a theologian and a

jurist, achieved distinction for himself more as a
jurist and a legal thinker, who by virtue of a wide
and thorough knowledge of contemporary schools of
law, was in an excellent position to systematize the
whole of Shï'ï legal thinking.
"

~n

2.

N'
aJa f at t h e age
His

0

He died in 460/1067

f seventy- f"~ve. Il

Work~.

Al-TüsI left behind innumerable works in
almost every branch of Islamic learning.
only forty-seven survive.

Of his works

Among these, only twelve

have been published, and the rest are still in
manuscript form. 12 He was the second Shï'I scholar to
devise a systematic methodology for legal reasoning
after comparative and comprehensive study of
contemporary legal thought.

Apart from two small

treatises, TamhId fi

and Mas'alah fi 'amal bi

al-u~ül

khabr al-waçid, his main work on the subject is
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B.

The Systematiz ing~Work of al.§si
In the systematization of

u~ul

al-figh,

al-Tusï has followed the way of his teacher, a1Murtagâ.

In rnany places his ideas resemble those in

a1-Dharï'ah.

He has adopted the same pattern of

quoting the opinions and arguments of his opponents,
refuting these arguments and finally giving his own
views on the prob1ern.

It would. therefore, be in

order if we focus in his work on a problem about
which he differs substantia1ly from al-Murtaga.

Such

a prob1em is the status of khabar al-waQid which forms
an important basis of figh for al-Jusï.

Therefore we

sha11 discuss his views regarding the divisions of khabar
in general and khabar a1-waQid in particular. 14
In the preface of 'Uddat

al-U~u1

al-Tusï

says that this branch of knowledge requires the earnest
attention of scho1ars, because Religious Law is entire1y
Lased upon it.

If he does not know the fundamenta1

principles of a science, one can only become a reporter
of the opinions of others, not a scholar in the rea1
sense.

e

The fundamenta1 princip1es of 1aw, with which

the science of jurisprudence deals, are divine commands
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(khitab).

Having a divine origin, these commands lead

to a preliminary discussion on the

natur~

of knowledge,

because they in themselves constitute our source of
knowledge.

Thus in the beginning, he discusses these

questions of 'ilm and

khi~ab

and their subdivisions.

Then he proceeds to a discussion of the materials that
support the divine commands, namely the khabar of the
Prophet and the imams, and finally rounds off his
systematization by discussing the ways and methods
that lead to the confirrning of a divine command, namely
ijma' and iitihad.
1.

Division of a khabar.
Khabar is the main stay of Shi'i law and

g~ül

al-figh for al-Tusi.

Unlike other contemporary

jurists, Shï'ï imams either depended exclusively on
the traditions which were undisputedly accepted among
them or based their decisions on the knowledge which
they had inherited from the Prophet. 15 However, the
later divisions of a khabar were not known in alTusi's days.16

Al-TGsi made only two divisions:

mutawatir and aQad (isolated tradition).17

Although

he uses the terrns sunnah and khabar interchangeably,
yet it is possible to distinguish a difference between
them.

The traditions that are definitely known as
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genuine statements from the Prophet he calls
invariably sunnah

al-maq~ü',

or khabar

al-maq~ü'.

This is Why, contrary to the opinions of his contemporaries, he does not consider khabar al-mutawatir as
necessitating the essential knowledge,18 because the
sources Which yield 'ilm al-9arürï are the two bases;
i.e., the Qur'an and sunnah

al-maq~ü'.

To determine

the validity of khabar, al-Iüsï, though he believes in
the usefulness of the rijal method,19 stresses
internaI criticism. 20 For i.nstance, he holàs that
traditions serving an ideological or religious purpàse,
if they

ar~

not related by other narrators, are not

reliable. 21

If a khabar contradicts the Qur'an and
sunnah al-maq~ü', it is not reliable. 22 He do es not
agree with his opponents in accepting the reliability
of aIl the companions of the Prophet because he believes
their complete reliability to be impossible.

lt is

incredible to him that each one of so large a group
of men could be entirely scrupulous in transmitting
the traditions. 23
However, in

al-Iüsï~s

opinion khabar al-

mutawatir constitutes 'ilm and not

~ann

under three

conditions:
(a)

The narrators must be pers ons of
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unspecified number, whose agreement upon a lie is
inconceivable.
the Sunnis.

Here the Shï'i scholars differ from

According to the latter a huge gathering

of persons cannot agree upon a falsehood, while the
Shi'ah consider such an agreement possible.

The

Shi'ah say that if the individuals included in the
iima' are not reliable, then they may agree upon a
falsehood as we have already stated in the discussion
on iima,.24

The basic difference lies in their

respective views of consensus.

For the Sunnïs

consensus makes it impossible that agreement should
occur regarding a false statement.

The Shi 'ah, how-

ever, consider consensus to be invalide

Therefore,

al-Tüsï makes it a condition for the validity of a
khabar al-waçid that the individuals concerned should
have a degree of character

that makes it impossible

for them to tell a false statement.
(b)

A khabar constitutes

~

in the sense

that the narrators do not agree on falsehood.

It is

a condition that there must be definite proof that
nothing has compelled any of the narrators to agree
with a falsehood.

The iima' of the Companions of the
Prophet on the occasion of the Thaqifah Bani Sâ'idah 25
where Abü Bakr 26 wanted to become the Caliph is
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considered as false.

As a result, it is concluded

that the intention of Abü Bakr nullified the ijma'
since he should not have had such an aime
(c)
ambiguity.

Khabar must be very clear, without

This condition clearly indicates that a

consensus of many narrators by itself alone has no
validity.27

Akhbar al-mutawatirah is an important

basis and constitutes a proof for the Shi 'ah that
'Ali is the best among mankind by the tradition
stated by the Prophet at the time of Ghadir al_Khurnrn. 28
AI-!üsi, quoting this tradition, says that there are
two ways of narrating such a khabar:

one is by way of

a continuous chain of narrators; the other is the way
of the historians who narrate from the previous
generatton without maintaining a continuous chain of
narrators.

In the tradition of Ghadïr both usages are

followed, hence it becomes more acceptable.

However,

those akhbâr which the Shi 'ah consider mutawâtirah are
not so considered by Sunnïs.

The question, however,

arises as to why the Shi'ah accepted the principle of
mutawatir.

The chief reason, as al-Tüsi states, is

that the principle serves as a foundation for their
arguments in support of the Khilâfat of 'Alï. 29
The question now arises as to what kind of
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~

is derived from khabar al-mutawatir?

We have set
forth al-Murta9a's view in the previous chapter. 30

According to al-Tüsi such a khabar results in

~

al-muktasab and not 'ilm al-9arüri, because of the
three conditions laid down above.

When someone looks

into a khabar to see whether it fulfils the above
mentioned three conditions or not, he is justified in
acting on the khabar only if he finds that it fulfils
the conditions.

This kind of scrutiny leads to

acquired knowledge.

The resulting 'ilm is not like

the 'ilm about prophecy or about the imamah of 'Ali. 31
Of the two kinds of 'ilm, one is called
~arüri,

and the other is called muktasab, One Can

obtain 'ilm al-9arürï if aIl his senses are sound.
But in the case of 'ilm al-muktasab, one needs to
exercise the intellect.

The definitions of essential

and acquired knowledge are the same for both Sunnïs
and Shï'ahs.

The difference is that there are many

traditions like those concerning the imamah of 'Alï
which provide the Shï'ah with essential knowledge, but
do not constitute knowledge at aIl for the Sunnïs.
Moreover, there are many akhbar al-mutawatirah which
have been accepted by the Sunnïs but have been rejected
by the Shï'ah because the akhbar do not meet the three
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conditions of a valid khabar al-mutawatir. 32
.:;.;Kh=a::.:b~a;:;.:r::.....:a:::ol=--_w=aç.id •

Khabar al-waç.id is a report transmitted by
one, two

or more narrators, whose number falls short

of that required for a khabar al-mutawatir.
Shafi'i called this type of khabar khabar

AI-

al-kha~~aQ..

The status of khabar al-waç.id was a highly controversial
subject during the time of al-Tüsï.
Na~~am

He quotes al-

for whom it constituted essential knowledge

only if one knew the reliability of the narrator and
the content of his narration did not entail speculation.
But according to sorne of the ?âhiriyah, khabar alwaQid constitutes knowledge which obliges action upon
it.

Others, however, held that such knowledge did not

oblige action, because the principles of religious
observances had not come into existence through
khabar al-waç.id, but through khabar al-mutawatir.
According to Ibn ShuraYQ actions are made obligatory
by khabar al-waç.id.

Indeed, according to most of the

jurists and theologians, actions are made obligatory
by 'ilm from khabar al-waç.id, though sorne made a
certain minimum number of narrators a condition, i.e.,
the khabar had to be narrated by more than one person;
~t~on. 33
wh ~·l e sorne ot h er neg l ecte d t' h·~s con d··

Th·~s
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controversy made it necessary for al-Tüsï to justify
his own point of view.

Whether khabar

al-w~id

is a

proof or not is a matter of controversy among the
Shï'ï scholars also.

AI-Tüsï opposed his teacher

al-Murta9â, whose point of view we have already
expounded.

Since al-Tüsï is often challenged and

condemned because of his standpoint, it is weIl to
quote what he holds:
If khabar al-waQid is related by transmitters
who believe _"in 1i1mamah, and is related either
from the Prophet or from one of the 'imams,
and none of the transmitters is known to be
untrustworthy, and they are scrupulous in
transmitting, and there is no circumstantial
or external evidence regarding its truth,
(because if it has an external and
circumstantial evidence, it necessitates
knowledge and extricates itself from this
category) , it is permissible to act upon
it. 34
From this statement it is clear that unlike
"
35 a l
ot h er Sh
. ~- '~- "
Jur~sts,
al-waQid entirely.

T- -tUS~

d"d
" k ha b ar
~
not reJect

He, however, had reservations,

sorne of which are linked with the khabar and sorne with
the narrators.

As regards the khabar itself he, like

the other ShI'ï scholars, holds that it must be either
a report frorn the Prophet or from one of the imams.
The other condition is dependent on garïnah (context).
If there is a garInah in the khabar, then it is said
to lead to 'ilm and, therefore, necessitates
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obligation.

For accepting a khabar al-waQid in which

there is a garïnah, al-Tüsï makes the following
qualifications:
1)

It must be consistent with reason and

its requirements.
2) It must be in accordance with the Qur'an,
3) It must agree with al-Khabar al-magtü'.
4) It must not be against what the truthful
.
h as agree d upon. 36
communLty

Under these conditions, khabar al-waQid will
constitute knowledge.

But if the conditions are not

met, then the khabar will be rejected.

AlI these are

khabar al-wâQid in which garïnah are available.

But

those without a garïnah, since they do not lead to
knowledge, do not necessitate obligation but may be
taken as supporting arguments, and it is permissible
to act upon them.

Even for this, however, the trans-

mitters are required to have fulfilled certain
conditions.
The first is that the transmitter: must be
an imamï and the report must be from the Prophet or
from one of the imams.

In the case of a non-imamï

transmitter transmitting a report from one of the imams,
al-Tüsï gives no specifie directive, but sorne scholars
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have assumed that the khabar is acceptable because
the aim of the Shï'ah is to obtain reports from the
imams and not to validate the chain of narrators. 37
The majority of the Shï'ah, however, do not accept
this viewpoint.

Sorne scholars have followed a middle

course in this respect and have said that if the
narrator is reliable, then the khabar will be
acceptable.

This acceptance is subject to certain

conditions; i.e., he must be reliable and must not
be at enmity with the descendants of the Prophet.
Moreover, in the whole chain of narrators, at least
one reliable imamï narrator must be included. 38
The second condition is that the transmitter
must be 'adil (righteous), that is to say, that he
must be a man who generally in his life and conduct
prefers to follow the injunctions of religion and
reason, rather than the dictates
of des ire and
39
passion.
This then raises the question of whether
the transmitter is 'adil or not, and whether this
fact must be known before he transmits the khabar or
note

If this information is not known to the people,

then there is a doubt whether his khabar is
acceptable or note

To the earlier Shï'ï scholars,

khabar from such a man is not acceptable while to the
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later scholars (muta'akhkhirïn) it is, because he is
a Muslim who believes in imamah. 40 Al-Tusi accepts
the narration of such a man if he avoids falsehood in
the transmission, ev en if the narrator has committed
adultery provided his i'tigad (faith) is intact.
Al-Tusi states that a man's being immoral does not
count against acceptance of khabar that he may
. 41
transml.t.
Scholars like al-~illï42 (d. 726/1325)
and al-Shahïd al-Thanï (d. 1011/1602) also agreed
with al-Tusi, arguing on the following basis:
1) Allah says, "Oh, you who believe, if an
unrighteous man brings you news, look carefully into
it, lest you harm a people in ignorance, then be sorry
for what you did.,,43

This verse advises, concerning

the newsdelivered by a fasig (unrighteous man), that
one should look into it carefully.

The verse does

not advise its outright rejection.

Since we cannot

be certain about the condition of the transmitter,
verification is not obligatory, and, hence, his
report is not binding but may be accepted.
2)

A khabar narrated by a mu'min (believer)

is valid because of his reliability.

Unless sorne

evidence is obtained that the khabar is false, it should
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be considered true.
3)

In case there is doubt about something

being Qalal (lawful) or Q,aram (forbidden) and a man,
of whose condition we are ignorant, tells us that it
is »alal, then his khabar will be acceptable.
4)

Al-Tüsi has maintained that khabar from

a fasiq is acceptable.

A man about whose character

we are ignorant and who transmits a report can be
considered acceptable also.
preferable to a fasiq.
44
a man is acceptable.

Rather, he is even

Hence, a narration from such

However, with regard to 'adalah, al-Tüsi
teaches that if a transmitter is not a staunch believer
in Shi'ism, but transmits reports from one of the imams
in contradiction with which there exist other narrations
by reliable narrators, then the reports of such a
transmitter will not be accepted.

But if information

from reliable persons supporœthe khabar of someone
whose character is not known, then the reports of such
a man will be accepted.

In case there is no narration

whatsoever to contradict a report from a person of unknown character, then al-Tüsi is inclined to accept
0t • 45

L

The third condition for the acceptance of
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khabar al-wâQid is that the transmitter must be

9abi~

(one who possesses the power of retention) , i.e., he
should not make too many mistakes in transmitting,
nor should he forget what he has heard. 46 Mistakes
may be of various kinds:

sometimes the transmitter

may forget and add a few words of his own, leading
to confusion in understanding the khabar; or sometimes
he may change sorne words in it.

If any omission is

made in the chain of narrators, then it becomes very
difficult to know whether the khabar has been reported
from the imam or note
khabar will be

munga~i'

Because of this omission, the

Under these
conditions it will not be accepted. 47
~ab~

(broken).

has a different meaning for

~anafi

jurists as set forth by Fakhr al-Islam al-Bazdawi, who
says:
is to hear the saying very carefully and
then te understand the meaning intended by
the transmitter, then to remember with his
utmost strength, then to repeat it by
himself and remember it until he transmits
it to sorne other. 48
9ab~

~ab~

is of two kinds:

1)

9ab~

al-matn, or

mastering the text together with the meaning and 2)
consideration of the khabar's application in terms of
shari'ah.

If there is a contradiction between these

two kinds of 9ab\ then the second will be given
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preference.

The second category of

~ab~

is not known

to the Shï'ah because figh al-rawï (understanding
the shar'ï application by a transmitter) is not
considered necessary for them.
there f ore, whether t h e

It does not matter,

· ·~s
transm~tter

a f ag~-h or not. ~91.

For the Shï'ah the Prophet's sayings or the sayings of
their imams constitute a Qujjah.
The fourth condition leading to acceptance
of khabar al-waQid is ta'addud (numerousness); i.e.,
the narrators must be more than one.

Of course, this

is aiso a controversial matter among the Shï'ah.

For

the majority of Shi'i jurists, ta'addud is not
considered necessary,50 :but in the view of al-Tüsi it
is necessary because 'Ali had not accepted any khabar
without there having been two transmitters. 5I

Such

was aiso the case with sorne of the companions of the
Prophet who refused to accept any report unless there
were at Ieast two transmitters.
Let us now examine the arguments of al!üsï in favour of accepting khabar al-waQid as a
Qujjah.

We shall quote what he says:

\What supports this standpoint is the general
agreement of the truthful community. l
found them agreeing to action upon such
traditions as related by them in their
books and compiled by them in their original
sources. They do not dispute it. They
never felt like defending their position.
If one of them gave an opinion on the basis
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of a certain fact that others did not know,
they asked him about its source. If he quoted
a source that was not known (ma'rüf) or weIl
known (mashhür), but the man who was quoting
it was reliable, then they did not object to
this statement. They kept quiet and
submitted accordingly. This was their
attitude since the days of the Prophet and
after him during the days of imams. In the
da ys of Ja'far al-~adiq, from whom knowledge
spread, he was the single source for a
number of akhbar. If these akhbar were not
reliable, they would not have agreed upon it.
Since their consensus includes the ma'§üm
(infallible) among them, it is not permissible
to accuse them of falsehood. This stand is
further supported by their attitude toward
g~yas.
According to them, giyas was not
permissible in sharï'ah. They never acted
upon it. If anybody ever depended upon it
or applied it in arguing with the opponents,
though he did not believe in it, they forsook
him, accused him and disassociated themselves
from him. If khabâr al~wabid was unreliable
,--~~------~.-on such groUTlds,
they would have certainly
not depended upon it. 52
The other probable reason, and a more
practical one,for al-Tüsï's accepting khabar al-waQid
as a Quiiah is that Shï'ï jurisprudence went through
two stages.

The first stage was the period when the

imams were present.

During that period aIl 'ilm

they received from the infallible imams constituted
definitive knowledge.

The second stage was the

period after the concealment of the twelfth imam.
In this period definitive knowledge ceased.

Among

the narrations which came down. a very few were
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mutawatir, most being singly transmitted, and
constituting speculation.

Speculation, if practised

widely, would lead to certain traditions being current,
even if the narration had been a single individual
tradition. Al-Kafi, in al-Tüsï's opinion was a case
in point. 53 It is likely that during the time of the
imams there were no specifie attempts to preserve
traditions from them or from the Prophet.

However,

after the ghaybah the need for preservation arose.
It is for this reason that most of the traditions
are transmissions from single or a very few narrators.
This fact necessitated the acceptance of Khabar alwaQid as a source for Shi'i

u~ül

al-figh.

To understand al-Tüsï's viewpoint, we must
know the legal methodology he used in systematizing
his book.

Since al~Ijlï al-~illï (d. 597/1200) first

criticised al-Tüsï, his legal methodology has always
been open to serious criticism.

Al- :'Ijlï was the

first jurist after al-Tüsï who revised the whole
system of legal reasoning and who tried to dogmatize
the theories. l Al-'Ijll's views were further
established when the

~afavids,

in order to build and

strengthen an official orthodoxy, replaced the

~

Nihayah of al-Tüsï, as a standard book, by a work of
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Ibn Mutahhar, 54 a true representative of Shi'i
jurisprudence.
AI-Tusi's critics blame him for confusion
in his methodology, but paradoxically the critics
are themselves confused and hold variant opinions on
this point.

Al-'Ijli

al-~illi

regards al-Tusi only

as an akhbari not as a muitahid or a mufti (one
considered competent to give legal decision on a
question asked).

Certain serious faults are found
even in his akhbari method. 55 Sorne scholars accuse

him of adopting the popular non-Shï'i methodology,
perhaps because of tagiyah (dissimilation).

The

community also looked unfavourably at the practice
of iitihad and legal reasoning. 56 Khansari denies
that al-Tusi was practising tagiyah, because of the
symposia and discussions so frequently held in Baghdad
at that time and also because al-Tusi was assigned the
chair of kalam by the 'Abbasid Caliph, a great honour
at that time.

On the contrary Khansari is of the

opinion that al-Tusi faced the different situations
and conflicting circumstances with a very sensitive
mind.

He also adds that al-Tusi was very ambitious

and a prolific writer.

As a result, his work some-

times suffers from lack of scrupulousness, far-fetched
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arguments and invalid reasoning.

Also, he often

applied analogy and equity.57
The apparent differences found in his
works, in accepting or rejecting the consensus,
accepting khabar al-wâQid, application of analogy,
adopting methods of akhbâr-narration different from
his predecessors, are aIl the result of a partial
and unintegrated study of his works.

A true

perception of his legal methodology depends on an
overall and comprehensive study of aIl of his works
against the background of conternporary and preceding
legal thought.

During his time akhbar was the only

basis of law (collected by al-Kulayni in uiül al-Kafi),
and this ail was easily accessible and consequently
there existed less difference among them. 58 The
concept of iima' , though used as evidence, had a
connotation very different from the technical one it
developed later. 59 It would appear that the word iima'
was normally used for those types of akhbar that were
later classified as mashhür. 60 On the other hand, the
contemporary Shafi'i and

~anafi

schools of Muslim

jurisprudence had developed an advanced form of
reasoning.

Al-Tusi had studied these developments and

was fully aware of the need of their application for the
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development of Sht't legal structure.

In the following

lines we will give a resumê of his legal methodology.
Al-Tüst did not care very much for the
earlier jurists, and has this to say about his own
effort:
Only after mentioning aIl the principles of
these problems can l put forth what our
standpoint requires and what our jurisprudence intends to say. Whenever a
problem or its branch is apparent and needs
no further evidence, l only quote the
decisions, but if the problem or its branch
is ghala~ (wrong) or mushkil (difficult)61
l indi.cate its causation and reasoning so
that the reader may not be a blind follower.
• . • l have not seen as yet any book by
any jurist which deals with problems and
their branches comprehensively. NonSht'ïs have such books in abundance but no
one book covers the entire subject and our
people (Sht'ah) do not possess any such
book. 6!2·
This need urged him to write two great works
of immense significance:

al-Mabsü~

and al-Khilaf.

In his introduction to al-Khilaf, he wrote:
This book deals with problems which are
disputed arnong us and our opponents. This
states the standpoint of each opponent
precisely and tells which of them is correct.
Each conclusion is followed by the argument
which we put forth against our opponents and
which is obligatorily based on evidence of
the Qur'an or sunnah al-magtü' or ijma'
or on inference from khi~ab or inference
from the practice of our companions or
implications of the a~l. l mention khabar
from the Prophet that makes the opponent
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obliged to abide by it, and l support this
khabar with a particular chain of transmission
up to the Prophet or imams. If the conclusion
is based upon ijma' of the "Truthful
community", l state it explicitly, and if
there exists a differenceaf opinion on the
point, l point it out. 63
The passage quoted above is the organum of
al-Tüsï's legal methodology.

According to al-Tüsï,
th~ngs are good unless they are prohibited. 64

Prohibition is determined only by knowledge or speculation.
Essential knowledge is based on two sources:
sunnah and khabar

al-maq~ü'.

kitab or

Allthings or actions

not thus forbidden are Qasan (good).

Al-Tüsï, on the

basis of essential and acquired knowledge, further
categorises these actions into four:

mubaQ

al-mu~~

(those which have no further qualification, omits
goodness), mandüb (those which are praiseworthy if
done, but if not done not blameworthy), wajib almu~ayyiq

precisely

(those which are blameworthy if not done
acco~ding

to the time and mode as commanded)

and waiib al-mukhayyar (those the foresaker of which
is blameworthy if he does not perform the proper substitute
. ) . 65
actl.on
As mentioned earlier, khabar has been the
main stay of Shï:ï law.

Unlike contemporary jurists,

the Shï'ï imams depended exclusively on the traditions
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which were Uffidisputedly accepted among them or based
their decisions on the knowledge which they had
inherited from the Prophet. 66 The Shi'ah believe
that the companions of the imams wrote and collected
whatever they--lleard---from the l.mams.

Such -

collections were the sources of later compilers of
the athar of ahl al-bayt, like al-Kulayni and
others. 67 The compilers who came later depended
much on these collections, though the compilers'
methods of transmission varied.

Earlier scholars

reported from the original sources, with a chain of
transmission via their teachers, like the method
adopted in al-Kafi.

The second method was to relate

from original transmitters who rel.'lted the tradition
directly from the imams, like the method employed in
Man

La

YaQ9uruhü al-Fagih.

adopted by al-Tusi.

The third method was

He related khabar from the
-"

authors of books, who in turn had drawn from original
sources.
Tahdhib. 68

This resembles the method adopted in alHe has been criticized for this method and

is often considered as unreliable. 69

Obviously, how-

ever, his was the most practical method for avoiding
irrelevant repetition of statements which already
existed in books.
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When we consider al-Tüsï's achievement, we
must take into account the fact that his development
reflected a particular need that al-Murta9â's
systematization had not dealt with.

Al-Tüsïseems to

have realized that if khabar al-waQid were rejectedas
a principle, Shï'ï law would not only be deprived of
a considerable body of material but also of flexibility.
Further, he attempted to show that not aIl khabar almutawatir lead to 'ilm.
were

~' antagonists

In cases where the Companions

6f 'Alï, he fel t that their

narrations could not have been based on scrupulousness,
whereas certain khabar al-waçid, though not having a
continuous chain, provided solutions to many legal
problems.

It is against this background that we must

appreciate the divergent line he took from his
master.
Al-Tüsï has unfortunately been much misunderstood by later Shï'ah.

He was an important

jurist of his time who attempted to develop Shï'ï
jurisprudence and who also atternpted to point out
certain inaccuracies in the opposing points of view.
Later jurists have usually depended upon what earlier
jurists like Ibn Mutahhar and especially al-'Ijlï
have said about al-Tüsï.

Conseqm'mtly, more often
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than not, he has been shown in a very unfavourab1e
1ight.

Recent1y, however, there has been a

resurgence of interest in a1-Tüsi and a greater
appreciation of his work and worth not on1y as an
u~YlI

but a1so as a great scho1ar.

CONCLUSION
This study has attempted an analysis of the
origin and systematization of Shï'ï
the works of

al-Murta~a

u~ül

and al-Iüsï.

al-figh in

What now

remains is ta sum up by way of a few concluding
remarks.
In many ways the pattern of development of
Shï'ï

u~ül

al-figh showsmany similarities with that

of the Sunnï one.

This is evident, for instance! with

regard to the question of origins.

In the development

of Sunnï figh, the compilation of legal tradition
precedes a systematization of

u~ül

al-figh.

Similarly, among the Shi "ah, there developed first of
aIl a compilation of the tradition with no attempt ta
systematize a science of

u~ül

until the ghaybah of the

twelfth imam produced the need for systematization.
In the Shï'ï case, particularly (because they were a
minority) , a favourable political and social milieu
was necessary ta permit such a creative effort on the
part of the Shï'ï scholars.
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Such a favourable climate
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existed in the fifth century under the Buwayhid's
patronage of Shï'ï scholars.

By the fifth century,

the Shï'ah became aware not only of a need to
establish their own system of law in the face of the
ruling Sunni majority, but also of their ability to
do so.

The Buwayhid patronage provided the necessary

incentive and a favourable climate.
Al-Murta~a

emerges as the pioneer of the

science of systematized u§ül al-figh among the Shï'ah.
The important thing to note is that he shared in the
academic atmosphere of Baghdad at the time and had had
the opportunity to debate and discuss matters with
aIl schools of thought.

This permitted him to view

and elaborate his task against a very wide background,
which is evident both in his methodology and
systematization.

He begins always by laying out the

opposing points of view and then by counter-arguments,
attempting to establish his own.

He was the first

Shï'ï scholar to lay stress on Khabar al-Mutawatir,
besides the Qur'an, as a basis for Shï'ï

Q~ül

al-figh.

This stress forms the basis of the structure of his
systematization.

In his opinion, khabar al-wa9,id

was not acceptable as a basis for

Q~ül

al-figh since

it constituted speculation rather than knowledge.
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Another attempt on his part was to release
Shï'ï scholarship: from a limitation of u§ul al-figh
only to the sayings of the imams.

He favoured the

use of iitihâd in order to be able to understand and
interpret khabar against a much wider background.
His al-Dharlfah laid down the first rules on which a
system of law could be based.

It ranks as both the

most important source as weIl as the most significant
achievement for the beginnings of Shï'ï u§ul al-figh.
His successor, al-Tusï, though a disciple,
did not depend entirely on his master's work.

He

worked at giving the Shï'ï system of law an added
flexibility.

He argued, contrary to al-Murta<}â's

stand, that khabar al-wâQid was also an acceptable
source of knowledge yielding specifie rules of law.
He real ized that if this were not done, a considerable
body of legal materials would have to be rejected,
leaving a wide gap in the development of Shï'ï law.
He, therefore, tried to assert the value of khabar alwaQid,very convincingly according to sorne, and as a
result later invited a great deal of criticism.
The books under study did not lay down
definitely what the Shï'ï

Q~ul

al-figh are, but from

these works we are able to determine that the attempt
at systematization sought to base Shï'ï fiqh. firstly
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on the Qur'an, then the akhbar of the Prophet and the
imams

and

the i jma 1 of their own communi ty •

Oiyas

was rejected as a source, but ijtihad was accepted,
though only as a means of understanding the Qur'an
and the akhbar.
Schacht has demonstrated that the sectarian
legal systems borrowed largely from the Sunni
sChools, but as Coulson points out, Schacht may not
be exactly correct when he states that the Shi'ite
and Kharijite" , systems lido not differ from the
Sunnite schools of law more widely than these last
differ from one another." l
We have noted that sorne of the problems
which the Shi'i scholars faced were very different
from those of the Sunnis and affected their systematization to give it sorne distinct qualities, as in the
case of the rejection of giyas and the Sunni i jma '.
The Shi 'ah also developed,· distinct concepts of their
own about sunnah and gave emphasis to ijtihad.

AlI

in aIl, the works of the two scholars discussed above
represent one aspect of the Shi'i attempt to formulate
an identity separate from the Sunnis in the field of
u§ül al-fiqh.
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position in Islamic law, see, J. Robson, "l}adith" ,
E.I.: new ed., Vol. Il, pp. 23-28.
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SThe ri tuaI of ramaI during

QsJl is

commonly taken as sunnah of the Prophet but Ibn
'Abbas argued that the Prophet did it because of
certain personal reasons, so it is not normative but
only a coincidence.

(Shah Wâlï Allah,

al-In~af,

pp. 12-13 and 20).
61 • Goldziher, "The Principles of Law in
Islam", Historians History of the World.

London,

1908-09, Vol. VIII, p. 295.
7D• B. Macdonald, Development of Muslim
Theology. Jurisprudence and Constitutional Theory.
New York, 1903, pp. 71-73.
8J . Schacht, Introduction to Islamic Law,
p. 19.

9Fitzgerald suggests that the term ahl al-ra'y
was originally applied to the judges and lawyers and

.

later used to describe Abü Hanïfah and to his school ·
when they allied themselves with the 'Abbsid regime.
(Vesey, Fitzgerald, QQ. cit., p. 92).
lOMalik ibn Anas was the founder of Malikï
School of

Law~

He was known as the imam of Madinah.

(J. Schacht, art. "Malik B. Anas", E.1., old ed.,
Vol. 111:1, pp. 205-09).
llJ. Schacht, "Al-Awza'ï", E.!., newed.,
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Vol. l, pp. 772-73.
l2M. Plessner, "Sufyân al-Thawrï" , E. I., old
ed., Vol. IV:l, pp. 500-02.
l3J • Schacht, "Dâwüd B. 'Alï b. Khallâf",
E.I., new edl, Vol. II, pp. 182-83.
l4 Abü Hanïfah was the founder of the
1

~anafite

School of Law which was named after him.

He was barn in the year 80/.699 and <ÏlÎled : in ~'the yeàr 150/
767.

(W. Juynboll,

"Abü~anïfah",

E.I., old ed.,

Vol. 1:1, pp. 90-91.
151 . Goldziher, QQ. cit., p. 301.

l6Khu~arï, U~ül al-Figh, Qahirah, 1938,
p. 5.

l7Al-Shafi'ï, QQ. cit., p. 17.
l8MliQammad ibn al-~asan al-Shaybanï, a
~anafï

jurist, was barn at

the disciple of Abü

Wâsi~,

~anïfah.

in 132/749.

He was

(Heffening, "A1.J Shaibanï " ,

E.I., old ed., Vol. IV:1, p. 271).
19Shoh-b~ a ~, QQ.

°
~.,

pp. 24 - 25 •

20J • Schacht, "Abü yiJsuf," E.I., newed.,
Vol. I, pp. 164-65.
2l Ibn Kha1liqân, Wafayat al-A'yan wa Abna'
al-Zaman,

Mi~r,

1949, Vol. V, p. 424.

22Subkï, QQ. cit., p. 224.
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23The main points of conflict were:

(a)

Sorne of the jurists denied the Prophetie tradition and
the others the tradition of the Companions.

Sorne of

them accepted only those Prophetie traditions as
valid, which explained the Qur'anic verses.
them denied =;==.....-=-..;.;=0.
Khabar al-wahid.
_

Sorne of

Sorne of them made

declaration a condition for accepting the tradition.
On the other hand sorne people accepted not only the
sunnah of the Prophet but of the people of Madina.
Sorne of them permitted the abrogation of the Qur'anic
verses by Khabar al-waQiQ.

(b)

In the matter of

giyas sorne of the jurists gave preference to it over
.:.;kh=a:.::::b~a::=r--:;::a::=l_-.;.:.w=al}_i_d.

On

the other hand the Shi' ah

accepted only the Qur'an and the sunnah on the imami
isnad).

(Subki,.Q2. cit., pp. 225-226).
24Ishaq ibn Rahwayh and AQmad ibn ~anbal

collected a hundred thousand traditions from the
various centres.

On the other hand Malik and

'Uyaynah collected traditions narrated by the people
of Madina and the total collection was ten thousand.
Contradictions were therefore bound to occur.

(Ibid.).

25Ibn Khaldün, QQ. cit., pp. 27-28.
26At first al-Shafi'i was in favour of
tradition but later on, after settling in Egppt, al-
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Shafi'i seemed to have felt more strongly the need to
strike a balance between the two schools of thought,
and sought to find a common ground of agreement.
(al-Shafi'i, Risalah, trI Majid KhaddüxI, pp. 7 and
25).
27 Ibid ., p. 34.
28Al-Shafi'i, Risalah, pp. 16-17.
29 Ibid ., pp. 279-368.
30 J • Schacht, "U~ül", E.!., old ed., Vol.
IV:2, pp. 1054-1055.
3lIjtihad in the old sense in wnich it is a
synonym of

means the jurist's use of his

~

intelligence.

(Al-Shafï'i, QQ. cit., p. 477).

32 Ibid •
33 Ibid ., p. 479.
34
J. Schacht, QQ. cit., pp. 122-24.
35 Ibid .
36Al-Shafi'ï, QQ. cit., p. 598;
transe Majid Khaddürï, p. 39.
37Hashim Ma'rüf, Ta'rïkh al-Figh alJa'farï, p. 124.
38Bukharï, al-~açïç al-Bukhari.

Leyden,

Brill, 1908, Vol. IV, p. 288.
39Traditions on the authority of the

ct
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ahl bayt are quoted to the effect that 'Ali had
written such a booklet.
Sh~'ah.

Bayrüt:

(MliQsin al-Amin, A'yan al-

Matba'ah

al-In~af,

1380, Vol. 1:2).

Further al-Kulayni has a few traditions where Ja'far
al-~adiq

is said to have mentioned this book.

Kulayni, QQ. cit., Vol. l, pp. 239-42).

(Al-

And lastly we

are told that al-Tüsi is said to have quoted from the
Jami'ah of 'Ali.

(Hashim Ma'rüf, QQ.

~.,

p. 128).

40Hashim Ma'rüf quoted from Ba~a'ir alDarajat, a tradition from Abü
Ja'far showed us a

~açifah

Na~r

who said "Abü

in which there were many

traditions regarding çalal and çarâm.
is it?

l asked what

He said this is from the dictation of the

Prophet and hand writing of 'Ali.

Then he said, it

is Jami'ah."
4lHashim Ma'rüf, QQ. cit., pp. 132-133; alNajashi, Rijâl, pp. 3-5.
42Hâshim Ma'rüf,
43 Ijasan

QQ.

cit. , p. 253.

~adr,

.QQ.

cit. , p. 279.

44 J . Schacht,

QQ.

ci t. , p. 262.

45These books were written by Ibn Bâbuwayh
(Shihâbï, QQ. cit., p. 39).
46 Ibid .
47Muçammad Ibn Ya'qüb ibn Isçâq al-Kulayni
al-Râzï was the contemporary of the wakïls of the
twelfth imam.

He was a renowned fagïh during the
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reign of a1-Muqtadir.

The Shï'ah consider him as the

third mujaddid of the Shï'ah community.
328/939 or 329/940.

He died in

(Dona1dson, QQ. cit., p. 285).

48Books 1ike l'tigadat a1-$adüg and a1-If~aç
had been written by that time.

See 1ist of books

written by a1-Murta9a, Appendix Il, be1ow.

Here,

though we are dea1ing with primari1y the Twe1ver$,it
wou1d be worthwhi1e to point out that 1ega1 trends
were a1so deve10ping among other major Shï'ah groups,
name1y the Zaydï and Isma'ï1ï.

For a brief discussion

of 1ega1 deve10pment among the former, see:

A. K.

Kazi, "Notes on the Deve1oI?ment of Zaidi Law," ABRNAHRAIN, Vol. Il, 1960-61, pp. 36-40; J. Schacht,
.Q..Q..

cit., p. 263; A. A. A. Fyzee, "Shï'ï 1ega1

theories" , Law in the Middle East, Washington, 1955,
p. 117.

For the Isma'ï1ï, see A. A. A. Fyzee in the

above article, p. 117, and for a more detai1ed look
at Fatimid theories of 1aw re1ated to the state,
P. J. Vatikiotis, The Fatimid theory of State.

Lahore:

Orienta1ia }?Jub1ishers, 1957, pp. 69-90.
49 Kh a~ansarL,
-n
R d- a 1 - J annat.
- ~.at

Tehran,

1382 A.H., pp. 320-23.
50
A1-Murta9a, QQ. cit., Introduction.
51Hashim Ma'rüf, QQ. cit., p. 191.
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52 ~asan

~adr,

QQ. cit., p. 310.

53For his 1ife and works, see 'Abbas Iqba1,
Khan-dan-i-Nawbakhtï, Tehran:

Kutubkhanah-i-Tahurï,

1345 A.H.

54~asan ~adr, QQ. ~., p. 311.
55!lli.
- h"l.m M'
56Has
"t
a ru-f , .Q.Q. • ....Q.L....,
p. 187 •
57Infra, p.46-50; C. Cahen, "Buwayhids" , E.I.,
new ed., Vol. l, p. 1352.
58Abu Zahrah, QQ. cit., p. 21.

-

.

.

59 When the twe1fth imam Muhammad a1-Muntazar
a1-Qa'im went into concea1ment, he was represented on
earth by four wakï1s (agents) for about seventy years.
The first of these was 'Uthman ibn Sa'ïd.

After his

death his son MUQammad ibn Sa'ïd (d. 304/916) became
the wakï1 and after his death, Ibn

Ru~

(d. 326/937)

became the waki'l and the 1ast of them was Abü'a1-Hasan
•
a1-Samarrï (d. 329/940).
60Abu Zahrah, MuQagrat fï U~Ü1 a1-Ja'farï,
Cairo, 1956, pp. 21-23.
61 C. Collin Davies, "Buwayhids", E.1., new
ed., Vol. l, p. 1350-1357.
62Hanafï, Ma1ikï, Shafi'ï and Hanba1ï
schoo1s of Law.
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63C• Collin Davies, "Buwayl}ids" , E.1., new
ed., pp. 1350-1357.
64For 1ist of those treatises, see Chapter
l

of the thesis, pp. 36-40.
65Gibb has discussed this deve10pment in

sorne detai1 in L'e1aboration de l'Islam, pp. 115-27.
66 Dona1dson, 22. cit., p. 284.
67 A1 -.USl.,
r- - F"h"
· f 1961 , p .
19.
l. rl.st, ·NaJa,
68A1-Murtaga, 22. cit., p. 6.
69A1-Murtaga, a1~shafï fï a1-Imamah, Iran,
1301.

70A1_Ba~rï, 22. cit., p. 886.
71A1-Ghazza1ï, 22. cit., p. 4.
72G• Santillana, "Law and Society", 1.!:ill.
Legacy of Islam.

Oxford, 1949, p. 288.

73A1-Ghazza1ï, 22. ~"

pp. 5-7.

CHAPTER II
SYSTEMATIZATION OF AL-MURTAQA
lSee Chapter l, pp. 41-42.
2There is a story told of how he came to
have this cognomen..

See Nür Allah Shüshtarï, Maialis

al-Mu'minïn, Tehran, 1375/1955, p. 501.

.

.

3'Abd al-Rahmïm ibn Muhammad ibn Isma'ïl
al-Hudaqi al-Fakïrï, born in 355/984.

He lived at the

court of Sharïf al-Dawla in Ijalab as a preacher.
(Carl Brockelmann, "Ibn Nubata", E. L, old ed.,
Vol. II; l, p. 407).

For al-Murta9a's studies with

-.

him, see Khansarï, Rawdat al-Jannat, p. 375).
4Shüshtari,

.Q.Q..

cit. , p • 501.

5For his life and works, see R. Nicholson,
"Abu'l 'Ala", E.I., old ed., Vol. 1:1, p. 75.

6Al-~abï' Abü ISQaq, Ibrahïm ibn hilal ibn
Ibrahïm ibn Zahrün al-Ijarranï was born in the year
313/925.

He was an adherent of the

father Hilâl was a skilful doctor.
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See Nür Allah Shushtarï, Maialis

al-Mu'minïn, Tehran, 1375/1955, p. 501.
3'Abd al-RaQmïm ibn MuQammad ibn Isma'ïl
al-Hudaqï al-Fakïrï, born in 355/984.
court of Sharïf al-Dawla in

~alab

He lived at the

as a preacher.

(Carl Brockelmann, "Ibn Nubata", E.r., old ed.,
Vol. II; l, p. 407).
him, see Khansarï,

.

For al-Murtadâ's studies with

Raw~at

al-Jannat, p. 375).

4Shüshtarï, QQ. cit., p. 501.
5For hO~s ~1~of e an d wor k s, see R. N°~c h 0 1 son,

"Abu'l 'Alâ", E.r., old ed., Vol. 1:1, p. 75.

6Al-~abï' Abü Is~aq, Ibrahïm ibn hilal ibn
Ibrahïm ibn Zahrün
313/925.

al-~arranï

was born in the year

He was an adherent of the

father Hilal was a skilful doctor.
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skil1ed in medicine.

He was highly honoured by the

Buwayhid Amir Mu'izz al-Dawla (d. 356/966).
Krenkow,

"Al-~abi",

(F.

E.I., old ed., Vol. IV:l, pp.

19-21).
7Abü
born in

Mü~il

al-Fath• 'Uthman ibn al-Jinni was
around 327/938.

He was a scholar of

Arabie literature and philosophy.
in 392/1001.

He died in Baghdad,

(Zirkili, al-A'lam, Bayrut, 1954,

Vol. III, p. 364).
8MtiQyal-Din 'Abd al-Razzaq, QQ. cit.,
p. 122.
9Sayyid ibn Hibat Allah Ibn al-~asan (d.
573/1177) counted ninety-five such disagreements.
(Agha Buzrg Tehrani, al-Dhari'ah ila Ta~anif alShi 'ah, '.

" , Najaf, 1355, Bab a1-Hamzah).
10'Ali al- Ra9i was the brother of al-

Murta9â.

He was born in the year 359/970.

father, Abü Tahir

al-~usayn

His

was Naqib (deputy) of the

Talibïs under Buwayhid rule in Baghdad.

After his

father had retired from the office, al-Ra9i was
honoured with that post in the year 388/998.
died in the year 406/1016.

He

(F. Krenkow, "Al-Sharïf

Al-Ra9ï", E.I. old ed., Vol. IV:1, pp. 329-330;
Nur AlI-ah Shüshtarï, Qg. cit., p. 503).
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Il A. A. A. Fyzee, A Shi'ite Creed, London,
1942, Introduction, pp. 4-6.
l2aut of his 41 works, 33 exist today.

For

a list of the works, see Appendix II.
l3Tehran, 1346/1927.

Al-Murta9â has

divided his book into thirteen chapters, each chapter
being divided into sections.

For the preview of the

contents of the book, see Appendix III.
l4Al-Murta9-â, al-Dhari'ah, pp. 7-10.
l5 Abu 'Ali Jubba'i was a native of Jubba'
in Khuzistan.

He was one of the leaders of the

Mu'tazilites.

(L. Gardet, "Al-Djubba'i", E.!., new

ed., Vol. l, pp. 569-70).
l6Abu Hashim was son of Abu 'Ali al-Jubba'i,
who was more renowned than his father.
are known as Bahshamlyyah.
Abu Hashim as their Shaykh.

His followers

The Mu'tazilites honoured
(Ibid.).

l7Abü al-~usayn MliQammad ibn 'Ali ibn alTayyib

al-Ba~ri,

century.

a Mu'tazili scholar of the fifth

For his life and works, see Kitab al-

Mu'tamad, ed. MliQammad

~amidullah,

1965, Introduction,

pp. 20-29.

l8Al_Na~~?m ibn ISQaq was a Mu'tazili
theologian of the

Ba~rah

school.

He died in 230/845.
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(H. S. Nyberg,

"Al~Na~~am,"

E.1., old ed., Vol. III:

2, p. 892).
19AI-Farisï, Abü 'Alï al-~asan ibn 'Alï
was one of the grammarians of the fourth/tenth
century.

Born in 288/900 at Fasa, and died at

Baghdad in 377/987.

(C. Rabin, "A1-Fârisï", E.1.,

new ed., Vol. II, pp. 802-03).
20The summarization of his methodology is
evident in al-Dharï'ah and will become c1ear as our
discussion proceeds.

21AI-Murta~â, QQ. cit., p. 7.
22 Ibid ., p. 15.
23 Ibid • , p. 329.
24 Ibid . , pp. 197, 275.

25Ibi~. , p. 562.
26 Ibid • , pp. 507-508.
27l.!li.9.. , p. 7 .
28 A discussion of this is in fact found
throughout al-Dharï'ah.

29AI-Murta~â, QQ. cit., pp. 7-10.
30 Ibid ., pp. 17-18.
31As in the Qur'anic commandment, "Estab1ish
Prayer" .
32 Ibid ., pp. 28, 101.
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33 Ibid ., p. 75.
34 Ibid ., pp. 75-78.
35The Qur'an, tr. MliQammad 'Alï, 74:42~43.
36For example,prayer is wajib (obligatory)
and one cannot perform prayer without ablution.

Hence

the problem of whether ablution is also wajib like
prayer or note
37There is a difference between shart and
sabab.
too.

If sabab, is present, musabbab will be present
For example a contract is a sabab for buying or

selling.

On the other hand the presence of shart

does not necessitate the presence of
case of the negation of the
will be negated.

shar~,

mashrü~

mushrü~

E.g., zakat (poor tax).

but in

necessarily
(Biharï,

Musallam al-Thubüt, Egypt, 1326, pp. 59-65; Al-Shahïd
al-Thanï, Ma'alim al-U~ül, p. 53).
38 Al-Murta~a, Qg. cit., p. 116.
39 Ibid ., p. 330.
40Al-Shafi'ï, Risalah, p. 21.
41Al-Murta9a, Qg. cit., pp. 331-32.
42Here bayan does mean the principles of law.
43 If the meaning of a word cannot be discoverèd
except with the help of another text, it is called
rnujmal (vague).

With regard to mujrnal the ambiguity
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or absurdity lies in the meaning and the intention of
the speaker and not in the expression itself.

E.g.

the Qur'anic verse, "And from the remote part of the
city there came a man running." (xxll:xxxvl).

Here

it is not known who the man is and henceforth there
may be confusion as to the exact understanding of
the text.
44 Ibid ., pp. 361-70.
45 Ibid ., p. 264.
46 Ibid ., p. 374.
47 Ibid ., pp. 416-17.
48They based their rejection on the
fo110wing grounds:
1)

The Qur'an is the essence and is

miraculous whereas the akhhar are only supplementary
to the Qur'an and are not as miraculous.
2)

The Qur'an says:

change it of my own accord.
is inspired in me.

Lo!

"it is not for me to

l only follow that which

If l disobey my lord l fear

the retribution of the great day."

(10:15).

This

is an order directed to the Prophet not to change the
rules of the Qur'an of his own accord.
3)

The Qur'an says:

"Such of our

revelations as we abrogated or cause to be forgotten
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We replace by one better or the 1ike thereof."
(2:106).

This is taken to prove that a verse in the

Qur'an may on1y be superseded by another verse.
4)

The fo11owing saying of the Prophet is

cited: "Whatever is quoted in my name, compare with
the book of God.

That which conforms to it is my own,

that which does not, was never uttered by me."

He

adds a further tradition too, "my words do not
supersede the words of God. ·

The words of God super-

sede my words, and the word of God supersede one
another."
49The Qur'an says:

"it is prescribed for

you whether one of you approach death, if he has
wea1th, that he bequeath unto parents and near
relatives in kindness.

This is a dut Y for aIl those

devout." (2:180). · Despite this c1ear verse the
jurists considered this verse superseded by the saying
of the Prophet, "No bequest (is to be made) to an
heir."

(Ibn lJâzm, ll}kam fï

U~Ü1

a1-Al}kam, Vol. IV,

pp, 111-114).
50Since the condition of qiyas is that
nothing in the

a~l

shou1d be against it.

If there is,

there is no necessity of qiyas.

51A1-Murta~a, QQ. cit., p. 458.
52As is evident in the Six Authentic Sunnï
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collections of çadïth.

53A1-Murta~a, QQ. ~., pp. 477-478.
54Ibid ., pp. 482-483, 485.
55 Ibid ., pp. 483, 515.
56Abu a1-Qasim a1-Ba1khï was a Mu'tazi1ï
scho1ar of the fourth century.

He was born at Ba1kh

and 1ived for a long time at Baghdad.
year 319/931.

He died in the

(Albert N. Nader, "A1-Ba1khi", E.1.,

new ed., Vol. l, pp. 1002-1003).

57A1-Murta~a, QQ. cit., p. 486.
58For the definition of ===...-::-=--.=:.khabar a1-wahid
see Chapter III be1ow.
59A1-Shahïd a1-Thanï, QQ. cit., pp. 519-528.
60 nnecause

°

~n

°
°
a mutawatLr
tra dO~tLon
t h ere

cannot be any contradiction.

61A1-Murta~a, QQ. cit., pp. 512-519.
62Muçy a1-Dïn, QQ. cit., p. 145.
63As quoted by a1-Murta~a,

See a1-Dharï'ah

pp. 519-528.
64 Ibid •
65 See Chapter III be1ow.
66A1-Shahïd a1-Thanï, QQ. cit., p. 181.
67 Abü Zahrah, QQ. cit., p. 134.
68 Kema-1 F-aruq -L, QQ. CL° t "

p. 68 .
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69

AI-Murta~a,

Q2. ~., pp. 604-605.

70 Ibid ., p. 607.
71 The Qur'an, 3:109.

72AI-Murta~â,

Q2. cit., pp. 608-616.

73 Ibid . , p. 620.
74 Ibid . , p. 623.
75 Ibid ., pp. 621-622.
761.1:21Q.. , p. 22.
77 Ibid ., pp. 625-27.
78 Ibid . , pp. 605-607.
79M. Y. Ha'iri:, OIt. "Ijtihad"[unpublished].

80Al_Murta~a,

Q2.

~., pp. 792-793.

81 The Qur'an, 2:114.
82 Ibid ., 2: 149.
83 AI-Murta~a, QQ. cit., p. 793.
84He was one of the ear1iest scholars who
ernphasized ijtihad.

.

85 A1 - Tus!.- , al-Shahi:d al-Thani: and the other
scholars followed what al-Murta9a said.

CHAPTER III
SYSTEMATIZATION OF AL-TUSI

1JA1 -l'üsï, Rija1 a1-Iüsï\ ed. by Sayyid
MUQammad

~adiq,

Agha-Buzurg,

Najaf, 1961, p. 19; A1-Tibvan; ed. by

Tehranï, Najaf, 1957, Intvoduction.

2 Ibid •
3According to Sayyid MUQammad ~adiq, a1Tüsï studied with AQmad ibn MtiQammad ibn MüsA ibn
~a1t

a1-Ahwazi in the mosque ofShari' Dar a1-Raqa',

Baghdad in Rabi' a1-Awwa1, 409/1018.

But Aqa

~usayn

a1-Tabataba'i in his introduction to a1-Tüsï's
Kitab a1-Khi1af records the death of Shaykh a1-Ahwazi
as 405/1014 which means, as he too exp1icitly says,
that a1-Tüsï studied with him obvious1y before coming
to Baghdad.

(Aqa ~usayn a1-Tabataba'ï, a1-Tüsi's

Kitab a1-Khi1af, Tehran, 1377,A.H. Introduction, p. 6;
Rijal a1-Tüsi, p. 35).
4Rijal a1-Tüsï, Introduction.
5
They are as fo11ows:
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1)

AQmad ibn MUQammad ibn Musa ibn

~a1t

A1-Ahwazï (d.q091rOl8).
a1-~usayn

2)

Abu

3)

Abü 'A1ï ibn Shâdhan.

4)

Abu

5)

Abu MUQammad ibn MUQammad ibn YaQya

Man~ür

ibn Sawar a1-Maghribï.

a1-Sukarï.

ibn Dawüd a1-FaQam (d. 408/1017).
6)
'Abd Allah ibn

Abü 'Amr 'Abd a1-Watüd ibn MuQammad ibn
Mu~ammad

ibn Mahdï ibn Khashnam (d.

410/1019) .
7)

Qa9ï Abu a1-Qasïm 'Ali a1-Tanukhï (d.

8)

Abu

448/1056) .
a1-~usayn

'Ali ibn MUQammad ibn 'Abd

Allah ibn Bishran (d. 411/1020).
9)

Abu a1-Fatah•Muhammad
ibn Ahmad
ibn
•
•
Abu a1-Fawaris (d. 411/1020).
10)

MtiQammad ibn Sinan.

Il)

MUQammad ibn 'A1ï ibn Khashish ibn Na9r

ibn Ja'far ibn Ibrahim a1-Tamïmï (d. 408/1017).
12)

Abü

al-~asan Mu~ammad

ibn MtiQammad ibn

Ibrahim ibn Mikh1ad a1-Bazzar (d. 419/1028).
13)
ibn Ja'far

Sayyid Abu a1-FatQ Hi1a1 ibn

a1-~afar

Mu~ammad

(d. 414/1023).

(Ibn MuÇahhar

al-~i11ï,

a1-I jazat' a1-Kabirah
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as quoted by Sayyid MtiQammad

~adiq

in the Introduction

to Riia1 a1-Tüsi, pp. 35-42).
6 From a survey of the names of his teachers
one can easi1y conclude that his early education was
in Sunni disciplines of know1edge.

For instance,

Abü Zakarlya MliQammad ibn Su1ayman, his ear1y
teacher, was a Sunni scho1ar.

His other teacher

Shaykh AQmad ibn MtiQammad ibn Müsa ibn Salt a1Ahwazi was a1so not a Shi'ah scho1ar.

(A1-Tibyan,

Introduction; Rijâ1ai-l'üsï, Introduction).
Regarding the mutua1 respect between Shi'ahs
and Shâfi'is it is said that Shafi'i was an 'A1id.
The regions 1ike Khurasân and Ardabi1 where non-Arab
e1ements he1d sway and where afterwards Shi'ism got
estab1ished, under' the impetus provided by Shâfi'is
in a1-Tüsi's time.

Shi'i scho1ars 1ike Shustari

(d. 1019/1610) professed themse1ves to be Shafi'i
when they had to 1ean upon tagt'yah..

(l.l)gag a1-1}1!9.Q.,

p. 31).

The reasons for preferring Shafi'i over
other non-Shi'i scho1ars were said to be as fo11ows:
1)

Shafi'i acquired know1edge from ah1

2)

Geneo1ogica11y the Shi 'ah is the on1y

bayat.
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group descended from Quraysh.

(Tabagat al-Shafi'iyah,

p. 104).
3)

Shafi'ïs believed in the nobility of the

Qurayshl (ibid., pp. 99-100).
4)
for ahl bayt.

Shafi'i was full of love and devotion
(Sayyid MliQammad, Rahnuma-e-Madhhabe-e-

Shafi'i, Tehran, 1337 A.H. 4).

7~R~i~j~a~1~a~1_-Iüsi, Introduction.
8 Karkb was the central district of Baghdad,
now in ruins, surrounded by palaces.
the Bab

al-Ba~rah

by fanatic

Next to it are

quart ers which were mostly populated

~anbalites.

Conflicts between these two

sections of Baghdad populations were very frequent.
The fiercest conflict occurred in 351/962 and 441/1049
(Shùstari, Maialis al-Mu'minïn, Vol. l, Tehran, 1375
A.H., p. 66).
9Ibn al-Athir, rlrïkh al-Kamil, vol. 10,
p. 3; Yaqüt, Mu'jam al-Buldan, vol. II, p. 342; Kurd
'Ali, Khitat al-Sham';" vol. 6, p. 185.
•

•

10It was thought that the burning of his
house and library was the work of his opponents who
had complained against al-Iüsi to the Caliph.

Their

complaint against him was that in one of his books he
had criticized companions of the Prophet, in something
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he had written about "the early oppressors being
cursed".

He was called before the Caliph to explain,

but denied that he had ever had any such intention,
saying, "0 Commander of the faithful, the first
oppressor was Kain, the murderer of Abel.
who thus started murder among mankind."

It was he
The second

reference he said was to Kaider ibn Salaf, the third
to the murderer of YaQya ibn Zakhariya, and the
fourth to Ibn Muljim, the murderer of 'Alï.
(Donaldson, The Shï'ïtes Religion, London, pp. 287288) •
llAl-Tïbyan, Introductionj
Introduction;

Talkhï~

Riial al-Tüsï,

al-Shafï·, Najaf, 1963,

Introduction; al-A'lam, Vol. III, p. 484.
l2For the list of the books, see Appendix IV.
l3Bombay, Dutt Ftess, 1312 A.H.
l4A brief preview of the book is contained
in Appendix V.
lSHashim Ma'füf al-~usaynï, Mabadï al-'~ah,
p. 73.

l6Al-Hillï
divided -.==~
ahadïth in four
.
categories:
(a)

saQïQ which is connectedly related by

a just imamï from a

ma'~Gm,

(b) Qasan which is related
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from an imami who is praised though not explicitly
described as just, (c) al-muwaththaq,

which is

related by a reliable non-imamï and (d) al-9a'ïf,
which is not in accordance with the above three
categories.

(Mabadï

al-'~mmah,

p. 245).

17'Uddat al-U~ül, p. 90.
18 Ibid •
19 Ibid •
20 Ibid ., p. 27.
2l Ibid ., p. 35.
22 Ibid ., p. 55.
23 Ibid ., p. 36.
24supra, Chapter II, "iima'."
25A high bench stood in the hallway where
the ummah, after the death of the Prophet, gathered
and elected their Caliph.

(Donaldson, QQ. cit.,

p. 10).
26Abü Bakr, the first Caliph of Islam, was
born in around 573 A.D.

He became the first Caliph of

Islam after the Prophet died, on the 8th June 632 A.D.
He died in 13/634.

(W. Montgomery Watt, "Abu Bakr",

E.I., new ed., Vol. l, pp. 109-11).
27Al-Tüsï, Talkhï~ al-Shafï, p. 334; Abü
Zahrah, QQ. cit., p. 125.
28Ghadlr refers to a place where water is
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accumulated and Ghadïr Khumm is a place close to
water at a place called al-Kharrar in the district of
al-iutJ.fah.

(Donaldson,

QQ.

cit., p. 2:; L. Veccia

Vaglieri, "Ghadir Khum" , E.1., new ed., Vol. l,
pp. 93- 9

tY.
29 Abu- Za h ra h ,

"t
Ql2.. .QL.,

p. 125.

30Supra, Chapter II.
31 Abü Zahr ah,

Ql2..

ci t • , p. 126.

32 Ibid ., p. 127.
33 Ibid ., p. 150.
34'Uddat al-U~Q1, p. 47.
35AI_Mufïd, al-If~ah,
Khansari,

Raw~at

QQ.

cit., p. 19;

al-Jannat, pp. 599-600.

36'Uddat al-U~ül, p. 58.
37Abü Zahrah,

Ql2..

cit., p. 137.

38 Ibid •
39'Uddat al-U~ül, p. 60.
40Al-Shahïd al-Thanï, QQ. cit., p. 209.
41'Uddat al-U~ül, p. 61.
42Ibn Mu~ahhar a1-~i1lï was born in 648/
1250, and died 726/1326.

He was the greatest Shï'ï

scholar of his time.
43 The Qur'an, 49:6.
44Al-Shahïd al-Thanï, QQ. cit., p. 209.
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45'Uddat a1-U~ü1, p. 60.
46 This means that if he makes a mistake
very rare1y, then his narration will be accepted.
(Abu Zahrah, QQ. cit., p. 145).
47A1-Shahïd a1-Thanï, ~. cit., p. 202.
48'Abd a1-'Azïz Bukharï, U~Ü1 a1-Pazdawï,
Vol. II, p. 717.
49 Abu Zahrah, QQ. cit., p. 146.

50~i11ï says that in the case of giving
witness, ta'addud is necessary but in the case of
narration it is not necessary.

(Ibid., p. 147).

51'Uddat a1-U~ü1, p. 31; Abü Zahrah, QQ. cit.,
p. 150.
52

'Uddat

.

a1-U~ü1,

p. 51.

53A1-Shahïd a1-Thanï, ~. cit., p. 190; Abü
Zahrah, QQ. cit., pp. 132, 126.
54Browne quotes from AQsan a1-Tawarïkh, the
who1e story of a search for a proper book to serve as
a basis of re1igious instruction during the Safavid
regime and fina11y how Qa9ï Zaytünï

produced from

his 1ibrary the book Oawa'id al-Islam (most probab1y
Oawa'ià

al-~kam,

a1-~i11ï,

Kanatury, 2292/417) by Ibn

Mu~ahhar

which rep1aced al-Nihayat of a1-Tüsï.

(Browne, Literary Hist.ory of Persia, Cambridge, 1959,
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p. 54; Khansarï, .QQ. ci t., p. 581; M. Na11 ino, "Abü

.

..

Ga'far Muhammad ibn al-Hasan a1-Tüsï", Rivista Deg1i
Studio Orienta1i, Vols. 22-25, 1947-50, p. 14.
55A1-Sara'ir as quoted by Khansari, .QQ. cit.,
pp. 598-99.
56 Kh -ansar1,
- - .QQ.

"t

~.,

p. 581 .

57 Ibid •
58 Ibid ., p. 582.
59A1-Mufïd, a1-If~aQ, Najaf, 1950, p. 10.

60AI_'~i1ï, Ma'a1im a1-U~ü1, Tehran, 1379
A.H., p. 316.
61 If a word be obscure of meaning in itse1f,
but is capable of being understood by the application
of our own judgement, it is ca11ed mushki1.
62 Kh ansar1,
- - - .QQ.

"

~"

p. 581 •

63A1-Tusi, a1-Khi1af fi a1-Figh, Tehran,
1377 A.H., Vol. l, p. 2.
64 Ibid ., p. 8; 'Uddat a1-U~u1, Vol. Il,
pp. 117-22.
65'Uddat a1-U~ü1, pp. 10-11.

66A1_~USaynï, a1-Mabadi a1-'~mah, p. 73.
67 Ibid ., p. 101.
68Kh-~
- - .QQ.
ansar1,

69 Ibid •

"t

~"

p. 585 .

CONCLUSION

IN. J. Coulson, A History of Islamic Law,
Edinburgh, 1964, p. 105.
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APPENDIX l
TRANSLITERATION TABLE
initial: unexpressed

Consonants:

Arabie Persian Turkish Urdu
b

t

medial and final:

Arabie Persian Turkish Urdu

b

b

b

~

~

~

~

p

p

p

c}

~.

~.

~

t

~

~

~

~

1-

z•

~

~

~

t

::t

th

§.

..§.

..§.

j

j

e

j

gh

gh

g

.&h

eh

ç

eh

f

f

f

f

h•

\1

Q

h•

q

q

~

q

kh

kh

h

kh

k

k

k

k

d

d

d

d

g

g

g

.

fi

<Q.

dh

~

~

~

l

l

l

l

r

r

r

r

m

m

m

m

!:.

n

n

n

n

z

z

z

zh

zh

zh

h

h

h

h

s

s

s

s

w

v

v

v

sh

sh

~

sh

y

y

y

y

z

""

t:" 1.

J}
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Vowels. diphthongs, etc.

(For Ottoman Turkish vowels

etc. see separate memorandum).
short:

a;

i;

long:

a;

ü, and in Persian and Urdu also

rendered 5;

u.

r, and in Urdu also

r~ndered

by ë;

(in Urdu) ë.

â.

alif magf}ürah:
long with tashdrd:
ah; in

i~afah:

at.

diphthongs:
ïya;

-uwa.

ay;

aw.

ta' marbül=ah:

APPENDIX II
A.

Adab (Arabie 1iterature)

1Diwan a1-Murta9a; ed. Shaykh ~asan ibn
Shaykh MUQsin a1-Jawahirï:

Mi~r,

1958.

2SharQ~~idah a1-~umari, Qahirah, 1313/
1895 [pub1ished with sorne other treatises].
3A1-Shihab fi a1-Shayb wa al-Shabâb.
Baghdad, 1302/1884.
4Taif a1-Khiya1, Baghdad, 1958 •

•

B.

Tafsïr (exegesis of the Qur'an)
1Ama1ï a1-Murta~a; ed. Abü a1-fa91 Ibrahim.

Mi~r:

Dar Akhyar a1-Kutub a1-'Arabïyah, 1954.

c.

'Aga'idand. a1-ka1am (theo1ogy)
1A1-Shafi fi a1.-Im·amah, Iran, I"301/1883.
2Ingadh a1-Bashar min a1-Jabar.
3

~

Tanzih a1-Anbiya'.

Haydariyah, 1380/1961.
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Najaf:

Najar, 1935.

Ma~ba'ah

a1-

157

4U~Ü1 a1-I'tigadiyah.
5Fu~ü1 a1-Mukhtarah.

Baghdad, 1954.
Najaf.

[n.d.]

6 A1-Wa1ayat min Riba1 a1-~a:1imin.

(M. S.,

MliQy a1-Din 'Abd a1-Razzaq, Adab a1-Murta9a, p. 142).
7A1-Mugni' fi a1-Ghaybah [pub1ishen with
the footnotes of Durar a1-Fara'id], Tehran, 1319/1901.
8AQkam ah1 a1-ikhirah [pub1ished with the
footnotes of Durar a1-Fara'id].
9Mugaddimah fi a1-U~ü1 (M.S., Adab a1-Murta~a,
p. 150).
lOFi Man Yatawa11a Ghus1 al-Imam.

(M.S.,

Adab a1-Murta<jâ,. p. 150).
11Mas'a1ah a1-Waiizah fi à1-Ghaybah.

(M.S.~

Adab a1-Murta9a, p. 152).
12Man • Tafdi1 a1-Ma1a'ikah 'a1a a1-Anbiya'
(M. S., Adab

a1-Murta~â,

13
Murta~â,

Mas'a1ah fi

p. 151).
a1-'i~mah

(M.S., Adab a1-

p. 138).

D.

Fa1safah (phi1osophy)

1~M~a~s_'~a~la~h~f~ï~a~1~-~I~'~t~i~r~a9'a1â man Yathbutu
Ridam a1-Aisam (M.S.,Adab

a1-Mùrta~a,

p. 148).

2Muna~arah a1-Sharif a1-Murta~â li Abi a1'A1â a1-Ma'arri (M.S.,Adab a1-Murta9a, p. 151).
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E.

Figh

1A1-Inti~ar.

Iran, 1315/1897.

2AI-Na~irat.

Iran, 1315/1897.

3AI-Masa'i1 al-Rassiyah a1-Thaniyah (M.S.~
Adab

a1-Murta~a,

pp. 145-46).

4AI-Masa'i1 al-Mü~ilïyah a1-Thaniyah (M.S;
Ibid., p. 146).
5AI-Masa'i1 a1-Mü~i1iyah a1-Tha1ithah (M. S,;
Ibid. , )
6Masa 'i1 Ah1 Miyafarigïn (M.S., ~., p.
147) •
7Masa 'i1 a1-Rasïyah a1-'U1â (M.S., ~.,
p. 145).
8AI-Radd 'a1â A~Qab a1-'ad1 (M.S., Ibid.,
i

p. 151).

F.

U~ül

al-figh

1Ibta1 a1-'Arnal bi khabar a1-WaQid (M.S.,
Ibid., pp. 148-49).
2Al-MuQkarn wa a1-Mutashabih [Pub1ished with
sorne other treatises].
3A1-Dhakhïrah (M.S.;a1-Murta9â, a1-Dharï'ah,
p. 4~.
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4Masa 'i1 a1-Taba'inat,,(M.S., Adab a1-Murta<}.â,
p. 152).
5A1-Dhari'ah; ed. Dr. Abu a1-Qasim GurgI,
Tehran, 1346 A.H.

APPENDIX III
lniscussions about khitab, its rules and
categories, çagïgah and maiaz.
2Amr and nahy (positive and negative commands
and its categories).
3'UmÜffi and khu~u~ (general and particular
concepts) and its forms.

4Mu~lag and mugayyad (absolute ar~d particular
concepts) •
SMujmal and mubayyan (concise) and explicit
concepts).
6Naskh (abrogation), its rules and
regulations and its categories.
7niscourse on akhbar.
8niscourse on af'al (actions).
9 n ~scourse
"
on ijma' ( cons ensus ) •
lOniscourse on giyas (analogy) .
lIn"Lscourse on ijtihad (personal reasoning) •
l2niscourse on

ça~ar

and ibaçah (the nature

of things originally prohibited or permitted).
"
l3 n Lscourse
on

-f- ( one

~
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Wh 0

d"
en~es th e f ac t) .

APPENDIX IV

A.

Rijal (biographical)

lRijal al-Iüsï, ed. Sayyid MUQammad ~adiq.
Najaf, 1961.
2Ikhtiyar al-Rijal.
Tehrarï, al-Dharï'ah ilâ

(M.S., Agha Buzrg,

Ta~anïf

al-Shï'ah.

Najaf,

1355 A.H., Vol. l, pp. 365-366).

B.

Fihrist (bibliographical)

lFihrist kutub al-Shi'ah, ed. Sayyid MuQammad
~adiq.

c.

Najaf, 1961.

Ada'id and al-Kalam (theological)

lTalkhï~ al-Shafï.

Najaf, 1301 A.H.

2Al-Fu~ül fï al-U~ül.
3Kitab al-Ghaybah.
~adiq,

Najaf:

Maktabat al-

1385 A.H.

4Al-Mufa~~ah fi al-Imamah (M.S.,Maktabah
Rajah, Faiz Abad, India; al-Tibyan, Introduction).
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SMuqaddlmah fi Madkhal ilâ 'ilm al-Kalam
(M.S., Fihrist, p. 189).
6Tarnhid al-U~ül.

(M.S.,al-Dharï'ah, Vol.

IV, p. 423).
7MisbâQ al-Mutahajjad.

Tebriz, 1338 A.H.

8Mi §bâQ al-Mutahajjad al-~agir.

Tebriz,

1296 A.H.; Tehran, 1300 A.H.

9Al-Iqti~ad al-Madt ilâ Tariq al-Rash5d.
(M.S., al-Dhari'ah. Vol. II, pp. 269-70).
10M5l5 yasa'u al-Mukallaf al-Ikh15l bihi.
(M.S., al-Tibyan, Introduction).
lIMa yu'alla lu wa Mala yu'allalu.

(M.S.,

Fihrist, p. 189; Rijâl aI-Na jashï , p. 316).

l2U~u-l
-'"d
T
a l- ' aga
1 •

(M.S.,

al-Juma~

wa al-

'Ugüd, Introduction, p. 31).

l3R~
-d t a l'U-l
~.a
- gu.

(M.S., Rijal al-Najashi,

p. 316).
l4Masa-'"1
f-1
1
1 a 1 - U~y-.

(M.S., al-Jumal wa

al-Uqüd, Introduction, p. 33).
lSAl_Farq bayn al-Nabi' wa al-Imam. , (M.S.,
Fihrist, p. 189).
l6Al-Masa'il a1-Raziyah fi al-Wa'ïd.
Fihrist, p. 189).

(M.S.,
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17A1-Nag9 'a1â Ibn Shadhan fi Mas'a1at a1Gar.

(M.S., Fihrist, p. 189).

D.

Tafsir (Exegesis of the Qur'an)
lA1-Tibyan fi Tafsir al-Qur'an; ed. AQmad

Shawqi al-Amin.

Najaf, 1957.

2Al-Masa'i1 a1-Dimashgiyyah fi Tafsir a1Qur'an.

Wa'i~

(M.S., MtiQammad

Zadah, Introduction to

al-Juma1 wa a1-'ugüd, p. 30).
3A1-Masa'i1 a1-Raiabiyyah fi ~y min a1Our'an.

(M.S.,

al.bid~\l,

E.

Introduction, p. 30).

Akhbar (tradition)

1Tahdhib a1-aQkam: ed. Sayyid ~asan a1Müsuwi.

Najaf, 1377 A.H.

2Istib~ar, Tehran, 1315-17 A.H.
3Al-Amali fi a1-~adith. Tehran, 1313 A.H.

F.

Figh

1Al-Nihayah~ ed. Sayyid Baqir Sabzawari.
Tehran, 1333 A.H.
2A1-Khilaf fi al-Figh: ed. Aqa ~usayn a1TabaÇaba'i.

Tehran, 1377 A.H.
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3Al-Mabsut, Tehran, 1271 A.H.
4Al-Jumal wa al-'ugud, ed. MUQammad Wa'i~
Zadah.

Mashhad:

Danishgah-i-Mashhad, 1347 A.H.

5Al-ijaz fi al-Fara'id.

(M.S., al-Dhari'ah,

Vol. II, p. 486).
6Manasik al-~aij fi ~jarrad al-'Amal.
(M.S., Fihrist, p. 189).
7Al-Masa'il al-ijalbiyyah fi al-Figh.

(M.S.,

al-Dhari'ah, Vol. V, p. 219).
8Al-Masa'il al-Jurnbula'iyyah fi al-Figh.
(M.S.,.al-Dhari·ah, Vol. V, p. 219).
9Al-Masa'il al-~à'riyyah fi al-Figh.

(M.S.,

al-Dhari'ah, Vol. V, p. 218).
10Mas'alah fi Ujub al-Jizyah 'alâ al-Yahud
wa al-Muntamin ila al-Jabâbirah (M. S., al-Tibyan,
Introduction) •
lIMas 'alah fi TaQrïrn al-Fagâ' (M. S., alTibyan, Introduction).

G.

Ta'rïkh (history)

lMukhta~ar akhbar al-Mukhtar (M.S., ~
Dharï'ah, Vol. l, p. 438).
2Magtal al-~usayn (M.S., Fihrist, p. 190).
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H.

'lbâdât (Religious

du~ies)

lUns al-Wa~id (M.S., Fihrist, p. 189).
2Hidâyat al-Mustarshad wa Ba~irat al-muta
'abbad (M.S., Fihrist, p. 190).

3Mukhta~ar fi 'Amal yaum wa laylah (M.S.,
al-Tibyan, Introduction).

I.

Miscellaneous

lAl-Masa'il a1-Qummiyvah (M.S., al-Dhari'ah,
Vol. V, p. 330).
2Masa 'il ibn al-Bara; (M.S., a1-Juma1 wa a1Ugüd, Introduction, p. 32).
3Al-Masa'il al-llyâsiyyah (M.S., al-Dhari'ah,
Vol. V, p. 214).

J.

U~ul

al-Figh

lAl-'amal bi Khabar al-Wa~id (M.S., alDharï'ah, Vol. VI, p. 270).

2Shar~ al-Shar~ (M.S., al-Tibyan, introduction).
3'Uddat al-U~ul, Bombay:
1318 A.H.

Datt prasad wress,

APPENDIX V
Volume l
IIntroductory discussLon on the nature of
jurisprudence.
2Discussion about khi~ab (the Qur'an and the
sunnah).

The nature and categories of knowledge; the

categories of the actions of mukallaf, linguistic and
semantic discussions, the knowledge of Allah, the
Prophet and the imams.
3Discourse on akhbar.

The nature and

position of khabar, ways of transmission and
individual khabar.
4Discourse on ~ (positive commands).
SD"~scourse on na h y~.

(negative commands).

6Discourse on 'umüm wa al-khu~ü~ (general
and particular concepts).
7Discourse on mu~laq wa al-muqayyad (absolute
and the confined concepts).
8Discourse on bayan wa al-mujmal (interpretation and exposition and unexplained concepts).
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9Naskh and its nature and conditions.
10Discourse on af'al a1-mukallaf (human
actions) •
IIDiscourse on i jma'.
12Discourse on

gi~as.

13Discourse on ijtihad.
14D~scourse
"
on l;a~ar wa a1- iba95W (nature
of things originally permitted or prohibited) •
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